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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, modern approaches to access control on Web servers do not
appropriately scale to enterprise-wide systems, since they are mostly based on
individual users. The intricacy of security administration is one of the most
challenging problems in large networked systems. This problem is especially serious
in the Web environment, which consists of synthesis oftechnolpgies and composition
of various constituents. Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) can reduce the
complexity and cost of security administration in last networked applications. Using
RBAC itself to manage RBAC provides additional administrative convenience.
Therefore, we were motivated by the need to manage and enforce the strong access
control technology of RBAC in large-scale Web environments. RBAC is a successful
technology that will be a central component of emerging enterprise security
infrastructures. There are many interesting works supporting RBAC by extending
appropriate methods such as Decentralized User-Role Assignment for Web-based
Intranet [31], RBAC on the Web by Secure Cookies [8], RBAC on the Web by Smart
Certificate [7], Injecting RBAC to Secure a Web-base workflow system [32], and etc.
Even though someone concentrated to add some efficient factors for
supporting RBAC, none of them can get rid of all solutions. Because of this
challenge, we select the high superiority as mentioned above; coming in plain format
like "RBAC on the Web by Secure Cookies", to describe and illustrate another point
of view to solve the problems. Although we implement similar way we stress to keep
the most of its advantage. We spot and describe suitable ways, which the system
should appropriately perform and manage when any users change their passwords or
roles. In addition, for speeding, we replace using Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) servicing
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to Message Digest-5 (MD5) helping fingerprint to
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secure our cookies. After enhancing our work into the existing works, we are
confident that the Web servers can trust the user's role information receiving from the
Filtering server than as usual in past. This approach is transparent to users and
applicable to existing Web servers and browsers.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1.

BACKGROUND OF THE THESIS
Since the earliest work in information security, it has been understood that the

greatest threat is from insiders. These facts continue to be confirmed event in the
Internet era of ubiquitous connectivity. Security of insider access is achieved by
enforcing least privilege, adhering to organizational policy, enforcing separation of
duties, separation administration and access, and enforcing access control in terms of
application abstracts (such as debit and credit operations) rather than primitive reads
and writes. Moreover, insider access is often best determined by a user's roles and job
functions in the organization rather than by individual identity.
Web technology has continued its rapid evolution, most on the way to
increasingly distributed applications. Internet is the common place. Therefore, if we
want to use this way to support the existing work like RBAC, firstly, we have to win
the security problems.
There are many works from any places in the world created to solve these
problems. However, there is no work becoming the perfection.
1.2.

STATEMENTS OF THE PROBLEM
Current approaches to access control on Web servers do not scale to

enterprise-wide systems, since they are mostly based on individual users. Therefore,
we were motivated by the need to manage and enforce the strong access control
technology of Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) in large-scale Web environments.
RBAC is a successful technology that will be a central component of emerging
enterprise security infrastructures. Cookies can be used to support RBAC on the Web,
holding users' role information. However, it is insecure to store and transmit sensitive

information in cookies. Cookies are stored and transmitted in clear text, which is
readable and easily forged. What is the best way to keep cookies in secure way at
user's computer and use it as full of efficiency?
Presently, there are many interesting works created to support RBAC. We
selected one, RBAC on the Web by Secure Cookies, having the interesting way by
using PGP service to create and store secure information into cookies of client's PC.
Its approach is nearly perfect. However, in our opinion there are bit problems
occurring at the same time as its attributes. We think, if we can solve the following
problems and enhance some weak points, it nearly becomes perfection.
There are some problems accompanied with this system for example; after
creating and placing secure cookies into user's PC, the cookies become blind.
Because the changes occurred at user's level such as changing user's password or
occurred at upper level of user such as changing user's role by user's boss or header, s
are great impacts against cookies' contents. Nevertheless, they have no update to
cookies' contents at all. This will risk for cookies' owner. If after changing password,
the changed information has been updated only in authentication database, then, the
user can use his/her old password to authenticate until reaching end of cookies life.
Otherwise the another example, if the boss staying at another site of user, changes
user's role and only stamps new role's information into the role database. After this
changing, once, the user accesses into system, he/she still gets the old permission until
the end of cookies' expired date. Due to getting permission from the Web server, the
user will purely get from his/her role in the cookies. This case is too risky that the user
will be gotten the old permission from the old role.
Those are only major parts of the problems. There are more as we again
explain by detail in the chapter 3 Improvements and Theoretical consideration.
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1.3.

OBJECTIVE
In this paper, we describe an implementation of Role-Based Access Control

(RBAC) with role hierarchies on the Web by secure cookies plus the service of
Filtering server. Since a user's role information is stored in a set of secure cookies and
transmitted to the corresponding Web servers, these servers can release inspection
works to responsibility of the centralized security server, the Filtering server. The
compliant Web servers still really trust the role information in the cookies after
receiving examined role from the Filtering server. In addition, every change occurred
in user's information will be detected and updated all the time. Including our work
will make a user friendly processing because of easy processing with server-pullstyle. We used VBScripts [35], Active Server Page (ASP) [35], [37], [41], [42], [43],
[45], [46] technology and MD5 [39], [40], [45] algorithm as fingerprint to provide
service of security to secure cookies. The approach has to be transparent to users and
applicable to existing Web servers and browsers.
The following are our main objectives:
1.3.1. Another Point of View
As we have expressed, Internet is the common place so, it becomes motivated
so much for many researchers to create their works supporting RBAC on the Web.
This challenge motivates us too. Our propose is to create the efficient work in the
other point of view of the others.
1.3.2. Completely Support Existing Works
Having to be done in existing work, it has to be done in our proposed system
too. Although it is not the same way, it has to be the new smart way.
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We intend to keep every security having been supported in the existing
system. We will select other theory of security service for some speed improvement.
1.3.4. Support More Sophisticated Works
The existing system cannot achieve some necessary sophisticated works for
example; it does not work together with distributing IP from DHCP but at the present,
many systems that use this service. The proposed system can support this efficient
way.
1.3.5. Enhance both Server and Client Sides
Although, our work will concentrate at server side the most, the outcome can
lift both server and client sides. Additionally, it is based on that which has no changes
at the client side.
1.4.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

1.4.1. Pick up the Interesting Work
As mentioned above, there many works created to support RBAC on the Web.
We point to plain work but full of quality, RBAC on the Web by Secure Cookies
[34][8], created by Joon S. Park, Ravi Sandhu, and SreeLatha Ghanta of the
Laboratory for Information Security Technology, Information and Software
Engineering Department in Jury 1999. Their work keeps secure of user's information
in cookies of client's PC.
1.4.2. Review Occurred Problems and Possible Improvement
We have expressed problems occurred in the existing system. We will
indicate roots of problems and express suitable ways to apply into the existing system
for solving and improving those problems. Every applied work is based on keeping
the most advantage of the existing. In addition, our work does not have affect to the
current users and browsers.
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1.4.3. Create and Install the Simulated of the Existing System
Because there is the similar model, The RBAC on the Web by Secure Cookies
[34] [8] and we used this model to develop our work. For that reason, Firstly, we
simulate this system as the existing system for comparing with our proposed
framework in the future. In simulation model, there are bit differences with the
original. The first one, we have not seen the real work of this system, so simulation is
only based on his public document. Secondly, the simulated model is based on
Window 2000 system.
We use VBScript, ASP technology and US 5.0 Web server to provide security
services, such as authentication, confidentiality, and integrity instead of Common
Gateway Interface (CGI) and Perl. However, in the simulated existing system we still
use Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [10], [38] to provide encryption and decryption works
and use user-pull-style too.
1.4.4. Develop Proposed Framework
As the problems we have mentioned, we will create a new efficient model,
Filtering RBAC to Secure WWW, to solve these problems. For our achievement, it
will be composed with new thinking ways and new technologies such as ignore using
PKI, change to use Message Digests (MD5) instead if PGP for speeding, add change
manger dB, use server pull style, and etc.
We use VBScript, ASP technology and Web server US 5.0 as software to
develop our system. The proposed system has to cover every function and work as
well as the existing system can do. Including it has to improve absolutely in many
ways. Both systems will run on the same platform for approached comparison.
1.4.5. Prove the Mentioned Problems are already solved
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Subsequently, we will demonstrate the problem's disappearances on case by
case. Moreover, we will illustrate how our improvements can relevantly work in
proposed system.
1.4.6. Compare performance of the same function of two systems
We will express the analysis tables of working between the existing system
and the new one. We conducted testing, got results, analyzed and showed each
difference for closed comparison between two systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Chapter 2, we describe
the literature review and any technologies to compose into the existing system. In
Chapter 3, we describe many improvement methods, which should be applied to the
existing system, and consider the new technologies most relevant to our proposed
system such as applied using Filtering Revocation List (FRL) from Certificated
Revocation List (CRL) of Certificated Authority (CA) system and hash function. In
Chapter 4, we describe the components of our proposed system, architectural designs
and program development functions. In Chapter 5, we show how we actually
implemented the Filtering RBAC to Secure WWW, using VBScript, ASP and MD5
algorithm on an existing Web server. In Chapter 6, gives our conclusions and future
recommendations. Additionally, we express other interesting components in a few
appendices.
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CHAPTER2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1.

ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL (RBAC)

Role

Roles
(R)

User
(U)
User
Assignment
(UA)

M - ' 4 - - -.....~

Permission
Assignment
(PA)

Permissions
(P)

Figure 2-1 RBAC simple model
A technical means for controlling access to computer resources. While still
largely in the demonstration and prototype stages of development, RBAC [30], [33],
[5] appears to be a promising method for controlling what information computer
users can utilize the programs that they can run, and the modifications that they can
make. Only a few off-the-shelf systems that implement RBAC are commercially
available; however, organizations may want to start investigating RBAC for future
application in their multi-user systems. RBAC is appropriate for consideration in
systems that process unclassified but sensitive information, as well as those that
process classified information.
RBAC is a technology that is both new and old. The concept of roles has been
used in software applications for at least 25 years, but it is only within the past decade
that role based access control has emerged as a full-fledged mechanism as mature as
traditional mandatory access control (MAC) and discretionary access control (DAC)
concepts. The roots of RBAC include the use of groups in UNIX and other operating
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systems, privilege groupings m database management systems [19; 20], and
separation of duty concepts described in earlier papers [21; 22; 23]. The modem
concept ofRBAC embodies all these notions in a single access control model in terms
of roles and role hierarchies, role activation, and constraints on user/role membership
and role set activation [2].

These constructs are common to the early formal

definitions of RBAC proposed by various authors [13] [14] [9]. A comprehensive
framework for RBAC models was defined by Sandhu et al. [14] and expanded in
subsequent publications [15] [11] [18]. Although existing RBAC models and
implementations are relatively similar on fundamental RBAC concepts, they differ in
significant areas. Points of similarity and differences are not obvious, because many
models use different terminology to describe the same concepts. Because RBAC is a
relatively new technology and because products and models come from different
commercial and academic backgrounds, there is no consensus on what to call the
different parts. RBAC is also a rich and open-ended technology, which ranges from
very simple at one extreme to fairly complex and sophisticated at the other.
Recognizing RBAC as a single model is therefore unrealistic. A single model would
either include or exclude too much, and would only represent one point along a
spectrum of technologies and choices.
To address these issues of scope and terminology this proposed standard
begins with an RBAC Reference model defining a collection of model components.
The RBAC model components provide a standard vocabulary for defining a broad
range ofRBAC features.
2.2.

WHAT IS ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL
Access is the ability to do something with a computer resource (e.g., use,

change, or view). Access control is the means by which the ability is explicitly
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enabled or restricted in some way (usually through physical and system-based
controls). Computer-based access controls can prescribe not only who or what process
may have access to a specific system resource, but also the type of access that is
permitted. These controls may be implemented in the computer system or in external
devices.
With role-based access control, access decisions are based on the roles that
individual users have as part of an organization. Users take on assigned roles (such as
doctor, nurse, teller, manager). The process of defining roles should be based on a
thorough analysis of how an organization operates and should include input from a
wide spectrum of users in an organization. Access rights are grouped by role name,
and the use of resources is restricted to individuals authorized to assume the
associated role.
2.3.

RBAC COMPONENTS

Two main notions ofRBAC are
1. Permissions are associated with roles.
2. Users are assigned to appropriate roles

This RBAC standard is organized into two main parts-the RBAC Reference
Model and the RBAC Requirements Specifications. The RBAC Reference Model
provides a rigorous definition of RBAC sets and relations. The RBAC Requirements
Specification define requirements over administrative operations for the creation and
maintenance of RBAC element sets and relations; administrative review functions for
performing administrative queries; and system functions for creating and managing
RBAC attributes on user sessions and making access control decisions. The RBAC
Reference Model has two primary objectives to define a common vocabulary of terms
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for use in consistently specifying requirements and to set the scope of the RBAC
features included in the standard.
2.3.1. Core RBAC
Core RBAC embodies the essential aspects of RBAC. The basic concept of
RBAC is that users are assigned to roles, permissions are assigned to roles and users
acquire permissions by being members of roles. Core RBAC includes requirements
that user-role and permission-role assignment can be many-to-many. Thus, the same
user can be assigned many roles and a single role can have many users. Similarly, for
permissions, a single permission can be assigned to many roles and a single role can
be assigned to many permissions. Core RBAC includes requirements for user-role
review whereby the roles assigned to a specific user can be determined as well as
users assigned to a specific role. A similar requirement for permission-role review is
imposed as an advanced review function. Finally, core RBAC requires that users can
simultaneously exercise permissions of multiple roles. This precludes products that
restrict users to activation of one role at a time.
2.3.2. Basic RBAC
Standardization over a stable set of RBAC features is expected to provide a
multitude of benefits. These benefits include a common set of benchmarks for
vendors, who are already developing RBAC mechanisms, to use in their product
specifications and in demonstrating compliance in their marketing efforts. It will give
IT consumers, who are the principle beneficiary of RBAC technology, a basis for the
creation of uniform acquisition specifications. In addition, an RBAC standard will
provide researchers with a basis for devising new and innovative models and
techniques, and will allow standardization bodies the ability to develop architecturespecific APis. These APis will lead to the development of new and innovative
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authorization management tools by guaranteeing interoperability and portability over
a broad spectrum of products.
2.3.3. Hierarchical RBAC
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Figure 2-2 An example of role hierarchy
Hierarchical RBAC adds requirements for supporting role hierarchies. A
hierarchy is mathematically a partial order defining a seniority relation between roles,
whereby senior roles acquire the permissions of their juniors, and junior roles acquire
the user membership of their seniors. This standard recognizes two types of role
hierarchies.
2.3.3.1. General Hierarchical RBAC
In this case, there is support for an arbitrary partial order to serve as the role
hierarchy, to include the concept of multiple inheritances of permissions and user
membership among roles.
2.3.3.2. Limited Hierarchical RBAC
Some systems may impose restrictions on the role hierarchy. Most commonly,
hierarchies are limited to simple structures such as trees or inverted trees.
11

2.3.4. Static Separation of Duty (SSD) Relations
Separation of duty relations are used to enforce conflict of interest policies.
Conflict of interest in a role-based system may arise because of a user gaining
authorization for permissions associated with conflicting roles. One means of
preventing this form of conflict of interest is through static separation of duty, that is,
to enforce constraints on the assignment of users to roles. The SSD policy can be
centrally specified and then uniformly imposed on specific roles. Because of the
potential for inconsistencies with respect to static separation of duty relations and
inheritance relations of a role hierarchy, we define SSD requirements in both the
presence and absence of role hierarchies.
2.3.4.1. Static Separation of Duty
SSD relations place constraints on the assignments of users to roles.
Membership in one role may prevent the user from being a member of one or more
other roles, depending on the SSD rules enforced.
2.3.4.2. Static Separation of Duty in the Presence of a Hierarchy
This type of SSD relation works in the same way as basic SSD except that
both inherited roles as well as directly assigned roles are considered when enforcing
constraints.
With respect to the constraints placed on the user-role assignments for defined
sets of roles, we define SSD as a pair (role set, n) where no user is assigned to n or
more roles from the role set. As such, we recognize a variety of SSD policies. For
example, a user may not be assignable to every role in a specified role set, while a
strong deployment of the same feature may restrict a user from being assigned to any
combination of two or more roles in the role set.
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2.3.5. Dynamic Separation of Duty Relations
Dynamic separation of duty (DSD) relations, like SSD relations, limit the
permissions that are available to a user. However, DSD relations differ from SSD
relations by the context in which these limitations are imposed. DSD requirements
limit the availability of the permissions by placing constraints on the roles that can be
activated within or across a user's sessions.
Similar to SSD relations DSD relations define constraints as a pair (role set, n)
where n is a natural number µ2, with the property that no user session may activate n
or more roles from the role set.
2.3.6. Users and Roles
Under the RBAC framework, users are granted membership into roles based
on their competencies and responsibilities in the organization. The operations that a
user is permitted to perform are based on the user's role. User membership into roles
can be revoked easily and new memberships established as job assignments dictate.
Role associations can be established when new operations are instituted, and old
operations can be deleted as organizational functions change and evolve. This
simplifies the administration and management of privileges; roles can be updated
without updating the privileges for every user on an individual basis.
When a user is associated with a role: the user can be given no more privilege
than is necessary to perform the job. This concept of least privilege requires
identifying the user's job functions, determining the minimum set of privileges
required to perform that function, and restricting the user to a domain with those
privileges and nothing more. In less precisely controlled systems, this is often difficult
or costly to achieve. Someone assigned to a job category may be allowed more
privileges than needed because they are difficult to tailor access based on various
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attributes or constraints. Since many of the responsibilities overlap between job
categories, maximum privilege for each job category could cause unlawful access.
2.3.7. Roles and Role Hierarchies
Under RBAC, roles can have overlapping responsibilities and privileges; that
is, users belonging to different roles may need to perform common operations. All
employees may perform some general operations. fu this situation, it would be
inefficient and administratively cumbersome to specify repeatedly these general
operations for each role that is created. Role hierarchies can be established to provide
for the natural structure of an enterprise. A role hierarchy defines roles that have
unique attributes and that may contain other roles; that is, one role may implicitly
include the operations that are associated with another role.
In the healthcare situation, a role Specialist could contain the roles of Doctor
and Intern. This means that members of the role Specialist are implicitly associated
with the operations associated with the roles Doctor and Intern without the
administrator having to explicitly list of the Doctor and Intern operations. Moreover,
the roles Cardiologist and Rheumatologist could each contain the Specialist role.
Role hierarchies are a natural way of organizing roles to reflect authority,
responsibility, and competency: the role in which the user is gaining membership is
not mutually exclusive with another role for which the user already possesses
membership. These operations and roles can be subject to organizational policies or
constraints. When operations overlap, hierarchies of roles can be established. Instead
of instituting costly auditing to monitor access, organizations can put constraints on
access through RBAC. For example, it may seem sufficient to allow physicians to
have access to all patient data records if their access is monitored carefully. With
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RBAC, constraints can be placed on physician access so that only those records that
are associated with a particular physician can be accessed.
2.3.8. Roles and Operations
Organizations can establish the rules for the association of operations with
roles. For example, a healthcare provider may decide that the role of clinician must be
constrained to post only the results of certain tests but not to distribute them where
routing and human errors could violate a patient's right to privacy. Operations can
also be specified in a manner that can be used in the demonstration and enforcement
of laws or regulations. For example, a pharmacist can be provided with operations to
dispense, but not to prescribe, medication. An operation represents a unit of control
that can be referenced by an individual role, subject to regulatory constraints within
the RBAC framework. An operation can be used to capture complex security-relevant
details or constraints that cannot be determined by a simple mode of access.
2.4.

ADVANTAGES OF RBAC
A properly administered RBAC system enables users to carry out a broad

range of authorized operations, and provides great flexibility and breadth of
application. System administrators can control access at a level of abstraction that is
natural to the way that enterprises typically conduct business. This is achieved by
statically and dynamically regulating users' actions through the establishment and
definition of roles, role hierarchies, relationships, and constraints. Thus, once an
RBAC framework is established for an organization, the principal administrative
actions are the granting and revoking of users into and out of roles. This is in contrast
to the more conventional and less intuitive process of attempting to administer lowerlevel access control mechanisms directly (e.g., access control lists [ACLs],
capabilities, or type enforcement entities) on an object-by-object basis. Further, it is
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possible to associate the concept of an RBAC operation with the concept of "method"
in Object Technology. This association leads to approaches where Object Technology
can be used in applications and operating systems to implement an RBAC operation.
For distributed systems, RBAC administrator responsibilities can be divided
among central and local protection domains; that is, central protection policies can be
defined at an enterprise level while leaving protection issues that are of local concern
at the organizational unit level. For example, within a distributed healthcare system,
operations that are associated with healthcare providers may be centrally specified
and pertain to all hospitals and clinics, but the granting and revoking of memberships
into specific roles may be specified by administrators at local sites. Status of Current
2.5.

RBAC EXAMPLE
Consider the branch office of a bank [ 16]. In this environment, there are roles

such as branch manager, teller, and account representative, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The graph structure shows role hierarchy. The role financial_advisor inherits the role
account_rep. An individual authorized for the role financial_advisor is permitted to
perform all of the operations permitted to an individual authorized for the role
account_rep. Thus, an individual in the role of financial_ advisor is able to create and
remove accounts. Because account representatives, branch managers, internal
auditors, and tellers are all employees of the bank, their corresponding roles inherit
the employee role.
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account holder

Figure 2-3 RBAC in banking system
In Figure 2-3, the role account_rep is highlighted, appearing as a dark sphere,
in order to show the other role relationships for account_rep. The roles teller and
accoun(_holder are shown as rectangle to indicate that these roles have a "Dynamic
Separation of Duties" (DSD) relationship with the role account_rep. This relationship
is a conflict in interest relationship indicating that an individual acting in the role of
account_rep cannot also be acting in either of the roles of account_holder or teller.
The policy of the bank is that an account representative, an employee of the bank, can
have an account in the bank but such an individual may not simultaneously process
their personal account while processing accounts of others. Likewise, because a teller
has an open cash drawer that must balance when closed, an individual acting in the
role of account_rep and sitting at a desk away from a teller's window is not permitted
to act simultaneously in the role of teller even if authorized for that role.
The role internal auditor is shown in a hexahedron to indicate that this role
has a "Static Separation of Duties" (SSD) relationship with the role account_rep. The
17

SSD relationship is also a conflict of interest relationship like the DSD relationship
but much stronger. If two roles have a DSD relationship, then they may both be
authorized for an individual but that individual may not act in both roles
simultaneously. If two roles have a SSD relationship, then they may not even be
authorized for the same individual. In this example, the policy of the bank is that there
is a fundamental conflict of interest between the roles of internal auditor and
account_rep. Thus, these two roles may never be authorized for the same individual.
The RBAC framework provides administrators with the capability to regulate
who can perform what actions, when, from where, in what order, and in some cases
under what relational circumstances: only those operations that need to be performed
by members of a role are granted to the role. Granting of user membership to roles
can be limited. Some roles can only be occupied by a certain number of employees at
any given periods. The role of manager; for example, can be granted to only one
employee at a time. Although an employee other than the manager may act in that
role, only one person may assume the responsibilities of a manager at any given time.
A user can become a new member of a role as long as the number of members
allowed for the role is not exceeded.
2.6.

RBAC ACTIVITIES
Several organizations are experimenting with the inclusion of provisions for

RBAC in open consensus specifications. RBAC is an integral part of the security
models for Secure European System for Applications in a Multi-vendor Environment
(SESAME) distributed system and the database language SQL3. In addition, the
Object Management Group's (OMG) Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) Security specification uses RBAC as an example of an access control
mechanism, which can be used, with the distributed Object Technology defined by the
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OMG. (See reference below.) CSL has been developing and defining RBAC and its
applicability cooperatively with industry, government, and academic partners. In
conjunction with Dr. Ravi Sandhu of George Mason University and Seta Corporation,
CSL is defining RBAC and its feasibility. They are working with Dr. Virgil Gligor
and his associates at the University of Maryland and with the National Security
Agency (NSA) to develop a formal reference model for RBAC to provide a safe,
effective, and consistent mechanism for access control. This effort is also
implementing RBAC on NSA's Synergy Platform, a secure platform based on the
Mach Operating System. CSL is also developing a demonstration of RBAC use in
healthcare. The access policy used in this demonstration is based on a draft consensus
policy for patient record access developed in the United Kingdom. In conjunction
with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), CSL is defining roles and operations suitable
for the IRS environment. In conjunction with the Veterans Administration (VA), CSL
is studying the applicability of RBAC to VA systems. Based on current research and
experience, RBAC appears to fit well into the widely varying security policies of
industry and government organizations.
·······-·-··········----·········-
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Table 2-1 Researched works supporting RBAC time line
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There many works are created to supports RBAC system. As our researching,
we found that it has works emerged supporting RBAC roughly two works per year as
we shown in figure 2-1
2.7.

ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL FOR THE WEB
Establishing and maintaining a presence on the World Wide Web (Web) once

a sideline for U.S. industry has become a key strategic aspect of marketing and sales.
Many companies have demonstrated that a well-designed Web site can have a positive
effect on their profitability. Enabling customers to answer their own questions by
clicking their way through Web pages, instead of dealing with operators and voice
response systems, increases the efficiency of the customer interface.
One of the most challenging problems in managing large networked systems
is the complexity of security administration. This is particularly true for organizations
that are attempting to manage security in distributed multimedia environments such as
those using World Wide Web services. Today, security administration is costly and
prone to error because administrators usually specify access control lists for each user
on the system individually
More recently, companies have begun using Web technology to service the
public as well as private and internal clients. Web sites are set up to segregate some
information from the public, providing it to only selected or "private" clients.
Typically, public internet is cordoned off from the general public by having user
accounts and passwords. Additionally, Web sites are now running inside the company
often created for and by employees. These internal private nets or "intranets" use the
infrastructure and standards of the Internet and the World Wide Web but they are
cordoned off from the public Internet through firewalls.
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The Web can be used as an inexpensive yet powerful alternative to other
forms of communications. A plethora of corporate information (e.g., procedures,
training materials, directories, forms) can be converted to electronic form and made
available via the Web. With a single source for these materials, the cost of
maintenance is significantly reduced, while greatly simplifying the task of ensuring
currency. Thus, an objective of enterprise computing, creation of a company wide
system irrespective of the underlying information technology infrastructure can be
fulfilled.
Although the internet and intranets can offer great benefits to a company or
government agency, security threats remain. To date net enthusiasts tend to focus on
how to link people and businesses, not on using the network as a way to run and
manage businesses securely. Although existing Web servers can effectively provide
all or no access to a particular Web site and a number of popular Web servers can
even provide fairly fine grained access control, they provide very primitive tools to
administer these controls from the perspective of a single enterprise.

Role Server
authentication

~

Login

Web Servers
role-permission assign.
role hierarchy
constraints

Figure 2-4 A Schematic ofRBAC on the Web
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A successful marriage of the Web and a strong and efficient access control
technology has potential for considerable impact on and deployment of effective
enterprise-wide security in large-scale systems. Role-based access control (RBAC) [4]
is a promising technology for managing and enforcing security in large-scale
enterprise-wide systems, and it will be a central component of emerging enterprise
security infrastructures. We were motivated by the need to manage and enforce the
strong access control technology ofRBAC in large-scale Web environments.
Role Based Access Control (RBAC) for the World Wide Web (RBAC/Web)
is an implementation of RBAC for use by World Wide Web (Web) servers. Because
RBAC/Web places no requirements on a browser, any browser that can be used with a
particular Web server can be used with that server enhanced with RBAC/Web.
RBAC/Web is implemented for both UNIX (e.g., for Netscape, NCSA, CERN, or
Apache servers) and Windows NT (e.g., for Internet Information Server, Website, or
Purveyor) environments.
2. 7.1. Role Administration and Visualization
The roles are established, manipulated and viewed using the RBAC/Web
Admin tool. The Admin tool allows system administrators to create and define roles,
role hierarchies, relationships and constraints. Once the RBAC framework is
established for the organization, the principal administrative actions are the granting
and revoking of users into and out of roles as job assignments dictate. These
maintenance tasks are easily performed using the Admin tool.
2.7.2. Authentication
RBAC is an access control mechanism that can be used in conjunction with
existing

Web

authentication

and

confidentiality

services.

These

include

usemame/password, Secure Socket Layer (SSL), Secure HTTP (SHTTP), and Private
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Communication Technology Protocol (PCT). User identification information is
passed to RBAC/Web by the Web server. It is the responsibility of the Web server to
authenticate user identification information and provide confidential data transmission
as configured by the Web server administrator
2.7.3. End-User Scenario
End-user interaction with a Web server enhanced with RBAC/Web is
basically the same when requesting URLs whose access is not controlled by
RBAC/Web. However, before access to a URL controlled by RBAC is permitted,
end-users must establish an RBAC session. In establishing the RBAC session, endusers choose and/or are assigned a current active role set (ARS). The ARS determines
the permitted operations that the end-user can perform on RBAC controlled URLs.
The ARS remains in effect until the end-user establishes a new ARS. It is the ARS,
which constitutes the RBAC session
A user may be assigned roles, which have DSD relationships. If this is the
case, the Session Manager enables users to choose the subset of their assigned role set
that they would like to use in the session. Users are presented with a list of subsets,
which do not violate any DSD relationships and ask to choose. In order to minimize
the number of choices, the subsets in the list, taken from the set of all possible subsets
of a user's assigned roles, contain the largest subsets, which do not violate any DSD
relationships. Once the choice is made, the RBAC session is established with all
authorized roles (i.e., assigned roles along with all roles, which the assigned roles
inherit) being placed in the ARS. If there are no DSD relationships among the roles
assigned to a user, then the RBAC session is automatically established with all
authorized roles in the ARS.
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Generally, an RBAC session requires an authenticated end-user. If
authentication is removed from an end-user, access to RBAC controlled URLs is
denied. However, end- user authentication and the establishment of an RBAC session
are completely separate operations. This is so that RBAC/Web can work with any
authentication mechanism.
2.8.

COOKIES
At present, there are many browsers supporting cookies, including Netscape,

MS Internet Explorer, GNNWorks, NetCruiser and OmniWeb. Cookies have been
used for many purposes on the Web, such as selecting display mode (e.g., frames or
text only), shopping cart selections, and carrying names, passwords, account numbers,
or some other bits of identifying data on the user's computer. Although there are many
ways to use cookies on the Web, the basic process and the contents of cookies are
similar. The detailed cookie specifications are available in [3], [6].
Whenever a browser sends an HTTP request for a URL to a Web server, only
those cookies relevant to that server will be sent by the browser. If the server finds
any cookies that are related to the server, those cookies are used during this
communication between the browser and the server. However, if the server does not
find any cookies specified for it, either that server does not use cookies in the
communication or the server creates new cookies for subsequent communication
between the browser and the server.
Web servers may update the contents of their cookies for any specific
circumstance. The cookie-issuer is not important for cookie validation. In other
words, a server can create cookies for other servers in the domain.
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2.9.

CRYPTOGRAPHY
The word cryptography has is roots in the Greek word "kryptos'', which

means "hidden", and "graphein" which means "writing". Menezes, Oorschot and
Vanstone [5] define cryptography as "the study of mathematical techniques related to
aspects of information security such as confidentiality, data integrity, entity
authentication, and data origin authentication". The four basic objectives of
cryptography are confidentiality, data integrity, authentication, non-repudiation.
Confidentiality is used to keep information hidden from those who are not
authorized to see it. Secrecy or privacy is often used as synonyms for confidentiality.
Data integrity used to protect data from unauthorized alteration. To detect
such alteration a method able to detect whether a set of data has been tampered with is
needed. Tampering can be insertion, deletion or substitution.
Authentication service covers both entity authentication and authentication of
information. For example date of origin, data content etc. In many applications, it is
important to be able to identify the entity you are talking to.
Non-repudiation is used to prevent an entity from denying prev10us
communication. In on-line banking; for example, it is crucial that the bank can prove
that the customer wanted to transfer a certain amount of data.
The cryptographic services go a long way in meeting the goals of computer
security in general. They can help ensure confidentiality and integrity. The problem of
how to ensure availability cannot easily be solved by using cryptographic techniques.
In many cases, using cryptography will be counterproductive to the goal of
availability.
Cryptography is the science of using mathematics to encrypt and decrypt data.
Data that can be read and understood without any special measures is called plaintext
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or clear text. The method of disguising plaintext in such a way as to hide its substance
is called encryption. Encrypting plaintext results in unreadable gibberish called cipher
text. You use encryption to ensure that information is hidden from anyone for whom
it is not intended, even those who can see the encrypted data. The process of reverting
cipher text to its original plaintext is called decryption. Figure 2-5 illustrates the
process of encryption and decryption (Source: An Introduction to Cryptography,
1990-1999 Network Associates, Inc. and its Affiliated Companies.) [3], [6], [12]

encryption
ciphertext

plaintext

plaintext

Figure 2-5 Encryption & Decryption
There are two basic kinds of cryptography algorithms in use today:
2.9 .1. Conventional cryptography
Also called secret-key or symmetric key encryption, one key is used both for
encryption and decryption. The example of a conventional cryptosystem is Data
Encryption Standard (DES). Figure 2-6 is an illustration of the conventional
encryption process. (Source: An Introduction to Cryptography, 1990-1999 Network
Associates, Inc. and its Affiliated Companies)
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Figure 2-6 Conventional encryption
Since the algorithms are public knowledge, security is determined by the level
of protection afforded the key (i.e., ensuring that the key is known only to the parties
involved in the communication). If kept secret, both the secrecy and authentication
services are provided. Secrecy is provided, because if the message is intercepted, the
intruder cannot transform the cipher text into its plaintext format. Assuming that only
two users know the key, authentication is provided because only a user with the key
can generate cipher text that a recipient can transform into meaningful plaintext.
The symmetry of this situation is a major advantage. Although the
conventional encryption has the advantage, it also has the disadvantage such as keys
must be transmitted with the utmost security because they allow access to all
information encrypted under them.
2.9.2. Public key cryptography
It also is called asymmetric-key encryption. Asymmetric key scheme uses a

pair of keys for encryption. The pair of keys composes of a public key, which
encrypts data, and a corresponding private, or secret key for decryption. You publish
your public key to the world while keeping your private key secret. Anyone with a
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copy of your public key can then encrypt information that only you can read. Even
people you have never met. Anyone who has a public key can encrypt information but
cannot decrypt it. Only the person who has the corresponding private key can decrypt
the information. The example of a public key cryptosystem is RSA, Elgamal, DiffieHellman, and the Digital Signature Algorithm. Figure 2-6 is an illustration of the
public key encryption.
The primary benefit of public key cryptography is that two users can
communicate securely without exchanging secret keys. All communications involve
only public keys, and no private key is ever transmitted or shared. Asymmetric key
also has disadvantages. The first disadvantage of a public key system is that it is
inefficient compared to its conventional counterpart. The mathematical computations
used to encrypt data require more time, and depending on the algorithm. The second
disadvantage is that an encrypted message can only be sent to single recipient's public
key and must be used to encrypt the message, sending to a list of recipient's is not
feasible using a public-key approach.
2.10.

PRETTY GOOD PRIVACY (PGP)
private key

public key

@@@

@

t+

plaintext

i+
ciphertext

Figure 2-7 Public Key Cryptography diagram
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PGP (Pretty Good Privacy), a popular software package originally developed
by Phil Zimmermann, is widely used by the Internet community to provide
cryptographic routines for e-mail, file transfer, and file storage applications [10]. A
proposed Internet standard has been developed [ 1], specifying use of PGP. It uses
existing cryptographic algorithms and protocols and runs on multiple platforms. It
provides data encryption and digital signature functions for basic message protection
services.
PGP is based on public-key cryptography. It defines its own public-key pair
management system and public-key certificates. The PGP key management system is
based on the relationship between key owners, rather than on a single infrastructure
such as X.509. Basically, it uses RSA for the convenience of the public-key
cryptosystem; message digests (MD5, IDEA) for the speed of process, and DiffieHellman for key exchange. The updated version supports more cryptographic
algorithms.
Even though the original purpose of PGP is to protect casual e-mail between
Internet users, we decided to use the PGP package. The package is already widely
used. Moreover, it satisfies our requirements, in conjunction with Web servers via
CGI scripts for our implementation to protect cookies. These cookies .have role
information of the user.
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2.11.

RBAC ON THE WEB BY SECURE COOKIES
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Figure 2-8 A normal schematic login of RBAC on the Web
Before discovering RBAC on the Web by Secure Cookies, every time a user
wants to login to web server's resource, he/she has to do as following:
1. A user sends a login-request and his personal information such as user ID
and password to the role server.
2. The program in the server uses this information to authenticate him/her
with the information in Authenticate dB.
3. Finds user's role
4. Then, responds the user's role back to accessing user.
5. After that, the user's browser sends the role to the compliant Web server
for resource accessing
6. After receiving the role, the program in this server uses it to find suitable
permission of this role
7. And sends the permission back to the user
Joon S. Park, Ravi Sandhu, and SreenLatha Ganta [8] describe an
implementation of Role-Based Access Control with role hierarchies on the Web by
secure cookies. To support RBAC on the Web, they chose a relatively mature
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technology, cookies (widely used on the Web), and extend it for their purpose.
Cookies were invented to maintain continuity and state on the Web [ 17]. Cookies
contain strings of text characters encoding relevant information about the user.
Cookies are sent to the user's memory via the browser while the user is visiting a
cookie-using Web site, and are stored on the user's hard disk after the browser is
closed. The Web server gets those cookies back and retrieves the user's information
from the cookies when the user later returns to the same Web site or domain. The
purpose of a cookie is to acquire information and use it in subsequent
communications between the Web server and the browser without asking for the same
information again. Often a Web server sets a cookie to hold a pointer, such as an
identification number, as a user-specific primary key of the information database
maintained in the server. Technically, it is not difficult to make a cookie carry
relevant information. For instance, a merchant Web server could use a cookie
containing the user's name and credit card number. This is convenient for users, since
they do not have to read lengthy numbers from their cards and key these in for every
transaction. However, it is not safe to store and transmit this sensitive information in
cookies because cookies are insecure. Cookies are stored and transmitted in clear text,
which is readable and easily forged. Therefore, they should render secure cookies to
carry and store sensitive data in them. They will provide secure cookies with three
types

of

security

services:

authentication,

integrity,

and

confidentiality.

Authentication services verify the owner of the cookies. Integrity services protect
cookies against the threat that the contents of the cookies might be changed by
unauthorized modification. Finally, confidentiality services protect cookies against the
values of the cookies being revealed to an unauthorized entity. Details for these
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techniques have varying degrees of security and convenience for users and system
administrators.
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Figure 2-11 The Schematic Cooking ofRBAC on the Web by Secure Cookies
In the figure, 2-11 shows the workflow of login in RBAC on the Web by
secure cookies. The general detail, we explain as following:
1. When a client types URL of role server and sends login request to the
server.
2. Having been installed at the role server, the group of CGI (Common
Gateway Interface) program sends user's information-request back to the
user. The user's browser prompts the login screen and waits for the user to
fill his information.
3. Having finished filling user ID and password, the browser sends this
information as a text to role server.
4. The CGI uses this information to authenticate him/her with the information
from authentication dB.
5. Find his/her role
6. Call PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) to encrypt data.
7. Then, create secure cookies.
8. Sends the cookies back to the user and places them in user' PC.
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Figure 2-12 The Schematic Presenting ofRBAC on the Web by Secure Cookies
When the user wants to access resource in the compliant Web server, he has to
do as following:
1. Types the compliant Web server's URL for login request to the server.

2. The server calls for user's information and the user's browser prompts
login screen and waits for the user to key in.
3. Having finished filling user's information, the browser sends both the
cookies and a group text of user ID and password to the server.
4. The server calls PGP to decrypt cookies
5. Then, it also uses internal data of decrypted cookies to compare with the
received group-text for user's authentication. In addition, it will validate
contents in the cookies.
6. Find associated permission.
7. Return the suitable permission back to accessing-user.
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CHAPTER3
IMPROVEMENT & THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION
3.1.

IMPROVEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
After the long term of studying in "RBAC on the Web by Secure Cookies"

system, including other technologies, for increasing efficiencies and qualities, in our
opinion the existing system should be improved by the following: ..
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Figure 3-1 Duplication security work of other servers
3.1.1. Decentralized vs. Centralized
Because of encrypting user's password at the Role server but decrypting it at
Web servers so, the existing system has to use Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) providing
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). Using asymmetric key to support your work, you
have to accept these side effects; Once you change your key (normally in security
rule, you should change your key at least every six months), you have to manage
distributing your new public key to your compliant Web servers. Therefore, if you
have many parties linking with your system, for sure these efforts will be increased.

On the other hand, if you select to use only one point of security control, you
can change your key every time you want, because there are no effects to any
compliant Web servers.
3.1.2. PKI vs. SKI
Using Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), you have to divide your key into
private key and public key, so for more security you should select suitable key's
length. In addition, if you select the long key it has to take a long time to create the
keys. Due to the above basis, if it is not necessary to use PKI because there are other
methods that dose not have any affect to your security system, you should try the
other one first.
SKI (Secrete Key Infrastructure) will take a shorter processing time because it
has only single key kept at your side.
3.1.3. Fixed IP vs. Distributed IP
Although fixed IP address is easy to manage, to check and to remember it is a
big burden of a system admin too. If he/she has to take action like to add new user,
delete and update user's IP address every time it changed. It is a boring routine work
of system admin. Nowadays many systems use DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol) to distribute IP address to user's computer more than to fix it. Using service
of DHCP, admin firstly, only indicated range of user's grouping IP address, once a
user connects to system the DHCP will distribute an IP address to user's computer.
The major advantage is your system can be easily increased, decreased or replaced
any users' computer.
In the existing system, the good of user IP address is, they must exactly match
both on accessing IP address and kept in cookies IP address. This means that it will
only work in the fixed IP system.
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3.1.4. Limited Number of Trying Login
In the good system, the login routine must protect trying login of forge
members. The preferred way is to count the number of trying login for example, to
preset maximum number of trying. It means the system allows user to try to login not
more than this maximum number. If a user tries to login more than this, the system
will block his/her account and not allow him/her to login again. If the user account
has been blocked, for his/her genuine proving, firstly, he/she must contact his/her
admin. In this case, allowing login again or not that is up to the admin.
In the existing system, they do not mention about these.
3.1.5. User's Password Changing
, 1/112002 ··f.Change
( User Id: Mr.A
Pswd
\ New Pswd:
·
.
A2002

I-

CGI
<

6.Type Id & Pswd?
/ l/15/2002 ')
(. U. ser Id: Mr.A
_Pswd:???? •

4.J)pe URL_
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(--.~-

CGI

- J_~·?tamp
Authentication

--Role Permission assign
( .:Role hierarchy Constraints

1

Web Server

User-Role \
( Assignment, !

Role Sen/er

PKI (PGP)
Decryption

Figure 3-2 The problem when user change password
In good systems, it must have the policy to force the users for changing
password in a moment's time. Some systems force users to change their password in
three months, four months, six months and.... This is upon the policy of each
organization. It is the good idea to keep user's password in cookies; however, your
system should have a tool to detect any changes in user's password for keeping right
both current password and kept in cookies.
In the existing system, after creating cookies and placing in user's computer,
user can use this information for authentication throughout the cookies lifetime. It
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means the user can use previous password to authenticate his/her member, if only
he/she could type the correct password when login. The way to update his/her
information in the existing cookies is he/she has to create new cookies for refreshing
the old one. Perhaps, he/she has to action every computer, which he/she wants to use.
We have shown more details in figure 3-2. In this case, we would like to call
it as the blind cookies. Suppose, a user, Mr. A created his cookies at 15/12/2001.
After that at the New Year day of 2002, he changed his password from A2001 to
A2002. This changed information was stamped to authentication dB and in the same
time, it did not send any information back to Mr. A's PC at all. We have seen that,
right now, the Mr. A's password in authentication dB and in cookies is not the same.
Fifteen days later, Mr. A types the compliant Web server's URL for
requesting login. The server calls for Mr. A's information and prompts login screen.
After typing his user ID and password, the browser sends these texts and cookies to
the server. Wait a minute! What is the password that Mr. A has to type? If he types
A2002, he will get the message like "invalid password". On the other hand, if he types
A2001, he will pass and get the typical permission because of the blind cookies.
3.1.6. User's Role was changed
Mr.A's Boss
(another site)
- - 2.Change
1/1/2002 I
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' New Role /
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Figure 3-3 The problem when a user was changed role
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Decryption

In the same way, users in any organizations do not work on the only one role
throughout their working days. One of these days, they have to promote to significant
positions or perhaps any users may get the temporary role in the moment's time.
Sometimes a user does not know about his/her role changing, because the
change will be done at executive or administrator level. It is complicatedly, if every
changed role has to be informed to user and order him/her to update his/her
information in the existing cookies. It is slightly difficult than password changing,
because user can learn the way to change password. Because user's role changing will
be occurred higher than user's level, it is changer's burden to inform changes to user.
In addition, the way to keep a corrective content of cookies is creating new cookies by
the user every computer that he/she wants to use.
We have already shown this problem in figure 3-3. This is another example of
the blind cookies. Suppose, continually scenario from the previous example, if on the
New Year day of 2002, staying at another site, Mr. A's boss promotes Mr. A to upper
position and this changed information was stamped into the role dB. The same as
previous case, it does not have any update at Mr. A's cookies.
Next day later, Mr. A types compliant Web server's URL for login request.
After finishing user ID and password keying, in this way, Mr. A will get the old
permission easily. That is also the cookies become the blind too
3.1.7. Expiration of User's Password
As we expressed above, most systems force user to change his/her password
in suitable time. For that reason, the good system should warn and force user when
the time is right to change his/her password. If we can keep users' password in
cookies, the reasonable way is to keep the expired date in the same place too. Because
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exceptionally, we can check the corrective of user's key in password, we also check
the expired date.
The existing system does not keep the password expiration date therefore;
user can use his/her password until reaching the cookies' lifetime. Normally user does
not like to change password frequently because he/she does not want to remember the
new one. From the above reason, the existing system cannot provide this service.
3.1.8. Expiration of User's Role
In the same way if the system wants to support teamwork function in a
moment time; for example, if the manager goes on vacation or goes aboard and he
assigns an assistant to work shortly in his function, he can assign the restricted time
function to his assistant. In this case, the assigned assistant can do the same function
as his header until temporary role's lifetime. The way to provide is to keep expired
date of user's role in cookies. In addition, it should automatically refresh cookies'
content for backing to normal role of user.
Because of not keeping any expired dates in cookies, the existing system
cannot provide this service.
3.1.9. Redundant Programs and Routines
Because of separated encryption and decryption in the existing system, the
copies of decryption routine have to be installed in every compliant Web servers. This
is working properly in a moment's time. However, normally, every program will have
its life time cycle. Therefore, it is not easy to replace the new program's version at
different Web server locations and after installing, all of them have to be ready to
service again as soon as they can.
It is a big problem in the existing system. More details have already shown at

figure 3-1. So, if there are n servers in our system, it means that we have to install n
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copies of security routine at every server. It is for sure that, we have to purchase many
licenses too.
3.1.10. Cookies Length

D_

D_

D_

D_

Figure 3-4 Each PC may have more than one cookies
Generally using Public Key Infrastructure (PK.I), you have to know its
attributes such as it will have more trust in longer key length. For normal trust, you
have to create at least 1024 bytes long. Therefore, the cookies' length is depended on
selected key's length.
1

Because of the big size of cookies in this system (we will show these detail
later), it consumes at average more than a thousand byte per a user. If PCs in the
organization can be shared, it means that in a PC can keep more than a user.
Therefore, if there are many shares, it will have much more consumption.
Because cookies' length is a bit long, each cookies of each user consumes
more than K bytes. In addition, if a PC has been stored many cookies of more than
one users, we will lose much disk space. If only we can reduce this cookies' size, we
can save much more disk space.

1

From testing, the average length of cookies' size is 1097.5 bytes per user
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3.1.11. User-Pull-Style vs. Server-Pull-Style
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Figure 3-6 Server-Pull-Style
Because of the separation URL between Role server and Web servers,
contacting to role server is the first step to receive user's information and place them
as cookies in the user's computer. Then he/she has to change URL to contact at the
complaint Web servers for getting his/her permission to access any resources. You
may argue that it seems a plain format, but you do not forget that he/she has to follow
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these steps every time when he/she wants to change location of accessing. It will be
better than, if he/she only contacts to the one point of Web servers, after that the
programs will do everything behind the scene for him/her.
The existing system is an example of user-pull-style. User has to do
himself/herself in every change occurred on his/her information such as contacting to
Role server, Web servers, refresh cookies and etc.
3.2.

NEW THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
We will express these technologies to create an improved new system, which

is still wholly kept the existing advantages and completely injected new capabilities as
following:
3.2.1. Certificated Authority (CA)

Figure 3-7 CA (Certificated Authority Outline)
The entity performing the actual signing of public key certificates is called the
Certification Authority or CA for short [5]. The CA is responsible for checking that
the key belongs to the entity listed in the certificate, and then carrying out the actual
signing. The CA vouches for the identity of the party identified in the certificate. This
identity is represented by a unique name in the system (a distinguished name), X.500
distinguished names are commonly used. How the CA checks the identity of the entity
requesting the certificate is a matter of the policy of the CA. Different CAs can
enforce different policies. A stringent policy could be to require the entity to show up
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in person and present identification papers. In the other end of the specter, the
authority could register entities by e-mail address and only check that the address is
valid and that there is a sane response when mail is sent to the address.
3.2.1.1. Certificate Revocation List (CRL)
There has to be a way of undoing the signing of a public key. The private part
of a public key can; for example become compromised, or it can simply be lost. The
_..

certification authority therefore maintains a list of certificates that are revoked. This
list is called the Certificate revocation list (CRL). The CRL is usually issued at
regular intervals, and is signed by the CA to prevent rogue parties to issue
manipulated lists. It is the duty of the user of a public key to check that a key is not
revoked before usage. To prevent the CRL to grow indefinitely, all certificates contain
a validity period. Therefore, the revocation list only has to contain revoked certificates
that are still valid according to the validity period.
Because the revocation lists are issued at regular intervals, there is a
possibility that a key is compromised immediately after a new revocation list is
issued. In this case, it will be possible to use the compromised key until a new
revocation list is issued. To reduce the problem new, revocation list can be issued
more frequently, or the list can be issued each time there is a change.
3.2.1.2. Filtering Changed List (FCL)
We applied using the CRL to create Filtering Changed List (FCL). Normally,
CRL of CA will keep expired certificate of members. Once a recipient has gotten the
digital certificate from a sending, he/she can check completion of the certificate by
verifying the information in CRL. If this certificate is not found in CRL, it means that
it is the existing certificate. Vice versa, we created the FCL as a filtering list, if any
user IDs were found in the list. It means there is some changed information in these
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users so that user's permission became expire. The user needs to prove his/her
genuine by trying to pass accessing in both authentication dB and user's role dB. This
list may be kept in a database or in text-files and it will be erased in a specific lifetime
cycle of cookies.
3.2.2. Hash Function
Hashing is the transformation of a string of characters into a usually shorter
fixed-length value. A hash algorithm is a check that protects data against most
modification. Hash functions produce a reduced form of a body of data such that most
changes to the data will also change the reduced form. [3], [4]
A hash function reduces a large amount of data to a smaller result, called a
digest. In general, the smaller the digest, the more data values have to map to each
digest value, and the greater the likelihood that changes to data will not produce a
change to digest.
A hash function H is a transformation that takes an input m and returns a
fixed-size string, which is called the hash value h (that is, h = H(m)). Hash functions
with just this property have a variety of general computational uses, but when
employed in cryptography, the hash functions are usually chosen to have some
additional properties.
The basic requirements for a cryptographic hash function are as follows.
The input can be of any length.
The output has a fixed length.
H(x) is relatively easy to compute for any given x.
H(x) is one-way.
H(x) is collision-free.
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A hash function H is said to be one-way if it is hard to invert, where "hard to
invert" means that given a hash value h, it is computationally infeasible to find some
input x such that H(x) = h. If, given a message x, it is computationally infeasible to
find a message y not equal to x such that H(x)

=

H(y), then H is said to be a weakly

collision-free hash function. A strongly collision-free hash function H is one for
which it is computationally infeasible to find any two messages x and y such that H(x)
=H(y).
There are several well-known hash-functions used in cryptography. These
include the message-digest-hash-functions such as MD2, MD4, and MD5, used for
hashing digital signatures into a shorter value called a message-digest, and the Secure
Hash Algorithm (SHA), a standard algorithm, that makes a larger (160-bit) message
digest and is similar to MD4. [9]

Plain text

Hashing Function

Message Digest

Figure 3-8 Hashing function
The MD5 algorithm is designed to be quite fast on 32-bit computers. In
addition, the MD5 algorithm does not require any large substitution tables; the
algorithm can be coded quite compactly. The MD5 algorithm is an extension of the
MD4 message-digest algorithm. MD5 is slightly slower than MD4, but is more
"conservative" in design. MD5 was designed because it was felt that MD4 was
perhaps being adopted for use more quickly than justified by the existing critical
review; because MD4 was designed to be exceptionally fast, it is "at the edge" in
terms of risking successful cryptanalytic attack. MD5 backs off a bit, giving up a little
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in speed for a much greater likelihood of ultimate security. It incorporates some
suggestions made by various reviewers, and contains additional optimizations. The
MD5 algorithm is being placed in the public domain for review and possible adoption
as a standard. For OSI-based applications, MD5's object identifier is md5 OBJECT
IDENTIFIER=ISO(l) member-body(2) US(840) rsadsi(l 13549) digest Algorithm(2)
5} In the X.509 type Algorithm Identifier [3], the parameters for MD5 should have
type NULL.
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CHAPTER4
THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

Figure 4-1 The existing system & the proposed extention
lo figure 4-1, we show lbe extended work from the existing system, Secure

Cookies for RBAC on the Web. We relocate split verification processing on the left to
at tbe right, change decentralized to centralized work and enhance some advantage
processes into the work. Such as, we add ChgMan dB as the FRL (Filtering
Revocation List) to conduct any changes of user's information like a CRL
(Certificated Revocation List) of CA (Certificated Authority) in nowadays ECommerce system.

4. l.

PROTOTYPE OF FILTERING RBAC TO SECURE WWW
For proposed solutions in the existing system, RBAC on the Web by Secure

Cookies, we try to keep the existing benefits and enhance some improvements into it.
For proving our conceptions, we would like lo express our conceptions as foUowing:

FilteringServer Concept
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Figure 4-2 Filtering conception
4.1.1. Centralized Security

~

Only one
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mm~~

Security
Service
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Figure 4-3 Centralized Security
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The best security system should have the least of control point, so we appoint
a manager, the change manager dB, to manage centrally the cryptographic works. For
that reason, other compliant Web servers do not need to do any security works. Once
the compliant Web servers get the first request (login request) from any user's
browsers, they pass the request to Filtering server, scratch themselves and
immediately continue other arrear of works of other users. Subsequently scenario is
working between the Filtering server and an accessing user. If the login user can pass
inspection routines, the Filtering server will contact again and response user's role
back to calling Web server.
You have seen that only accessing user would interface with the Filtering
server. It is less effect against the Filtering server. Additionally, it also reduces every
Web server's security work.
Vice versa, the Filtering server will perform only security works on login
time. It is absolutely no need to use high-speed computer to process this work.
Because suppose 100,000 users try to login a day, it means that the Filtering server
has to process about 100,000 times a day. Be a ten thousand times! It seems to be so
high but you do not forget that all of users should not initially access at the same time
a day. Possibly, after passing authentication, he/she does not back to the filter
processing until he/she log out of the system.
In a day the server will roughly work:
a day
a hour

= 100000 + 10% of users come back to login in same day
= 110,000 transactions
= 110,000 I 24 = 4,583.3333333 transactions

a minute = 4,583.33 I 60 = 76.39 transactions
a second = 76.39 I 60 = 1.27 transaction
Table 4-1 work load of the Filtering server
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Therefore, it is upon a Web manager of an organization, perhaps he/she sets a
Filtering server as individual work or imbedded the Filtering server to the existing
Web server which running in higher computer in the system.

10.Response
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2.Redirect
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~~--------

8.Response

(LJser-n

Web Server
FilteringServer

Figure 4-4 The proposed schematic system (cooking time)
In the figure 4-4 showed general details of the filtering conception at cooking
time of the Filtering system. For good understanding, we will roughly explain as
following:
1. When the new client (may be new user or new PC) types Web server's

URL for login request.
2. The VBScript program installed as ASP technology in the server, checks it
if it is the login request. It will redirect the request to filtering server. Then
it will continue to support the previous of users' connection before. The
next scenario is relation between the user and the Filtering server.
3. The VBScript program at the Filtering server calls for user's information
and sends the request to user.
4. The user's browser prompts login screen and wait for the user to key in.
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5. After that, the browser sends user ID and password of user as a text group
to the filtering server.
6. Having been received user's information, the ASP program uses this it to
authenticate with authentication dB data.
7. Find user's role
8. Gather needed information and call hashing function (MD5) for creating
fingerprint data. (Only password and concatenated all plain data will be
created two suits of fingerprint). On the other way, the program send
user's role back to compliant Web server.
9. Create new secure cookies in proposed system style. In the Web server, it
uses received role to find associated permission.
10. Send the cookies back to user's PC and place into the PC. In the Web
server, it sends user's suitable permission back to the accessing-user. The
resources' connection has just started.
4. Fill info.
(1J. ser Id: \'-'____ _
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5.Send Cookies
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Figure 4-5 The proposed schematic system (presenting time)
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In the figure 4-5 showed general details of the filtering conception at
presenting time of the Filtering system. For good understanding, we will roughly
explain as following:
1. When the old client, who the cookies were stored in his/her PC, types Web
server's URL for login request.
2. The VBScript program installed as ASP technology in the server, checks it

...
if it is the login request. It will redirect the request to filtering server. Then
it will continue to support the previous of users' connection before. The
next scenario is relation between the user and the Filtering server.
3. The VBScript program at the Filtering server calls for user's information
and sends the request to user.
4. The user's browser prompts login screen and wait for the user to key in.
5. After that, the browser sends user ID, password and cookies of user to the
filtering server.
6. Having received user's information, the ASP program, firstly, checks the
changed information in FCL of ChgMan dB. If it is found, it also checks
that changed date is newer than the cookies' created date or not. If the
found date is newer, it means that the cookies are forced to expire
immediately. It will ignore other information in cookies' contents and back
to cooking mode immediately. The next scenario will be the same as
cooking time processing.
7. If the program does not find the changed information or found date is older
than the cookies' created date. In this case, it means that the filtering
server can temporally trust information in the cookies. Then, it uses text
information to call hashing function for creating fingerprint. It will
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authenticate user with comparing cipher-text in cookies and the one has
just created. If they are the same exactly, it will strongly trust the user's
information. Then it will extend to validation check other detail of cookies
contents. The other detail for example; compares IP address in cookies
with sending from user, checks number of trying counter. ..
8. Send role gotten from cookies' contents to calling Web server.
.,..

9. The Web server uses received role to find associated permission.
10. The Web server sends user's suitable permission back to the accessinguser. The resources' connection has just started.
4.1.2. Message Digest (Finger Print)
Because of centralized security work at the Filtering server, we do not need to
use PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) to encrypt or decrypt information in cookies. We
use MD5 algorithm to create message digest (finger print) only 128 bits (16 bytes) of
user's password plus with 128 bits of concatenation of password expired date, user's
role, user's role expired date, IP address ... for placing into client's computer. The
MD5 algorithm like our secret key to create message digest (fingerprint) of our
cookies, therefore, we no longer distribute any keys to any compliant Web servers.
4.1.3. New Cookies Design
We design new contents of cookies for more all-round working. Because of
the success of reduced size of cookies, we could add much advantage information
such as cookies' created time, password expired date and role expired date into the
new cookies by size of the new cookies still less than 10 folds of the existing cookies.
4.1.4. Support both Fixed and Distributed IP
We keep only three groups (before the third period-xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) of IP
address for obtaining IP address from DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol)
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in class C. If we keep all four groups of IP address, every lime DHCP dislTibu1es new
IP address to the client. which may not be the same as an existing lP address kept in
existing cookies, a user has to refresh for ge1ting new information every time. On our
method, this problem wlll be disappeared because the gotten JP can vary 254 times (0253) by not needing to refresh information in the existing cookies.
Exrunple IP

Keeping in Existing System

Keeping in Filtering system

l0.59.6.123

I 0.59.6.123

10.59.6

•

Table 4-2 Detail ofkeepjng 1-P both systems
4.1.5. Limitation Number of User' s Login Trying
Every time a user fai ls to login our system, we cow1t each login time ho ld in
session. Once the failure is more than the set maximum number., this (forge) user' s
account will be stamped to Change Manager dB (ChgMan). The user no longer tries
to login the system. If he/she wants to login again, firstly be/she bas to contact
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his/her admin for unlocking the accow1t. [[the user is a genuine user. but he/she only
forgets password, in this case, the admin can simpl y un lock his/her accow1t and repe.n nit him/her to login again.
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4.1.6. User's Password Change Detection
PS WD Changing
(user level)
•Policy
• Satisfaction
•Expired

-

, -------------- ...
......
_____________ ,,:
Authentication

Role Changing

. .. ,
......
_________
_
' ... Assignment , l

(upper user level)
•Addition
•Promotion
•Demotion
•Sacking
• Resignation
• Expiration

,,'•u-s~-r~R.~i;-~

Figure 4-6 FCL conception
Whenever a user changes his/her passwords, not only the changed date will be
stamped in Change Manager dB (ChgMan) but also programs will automatic replace
his/her cookies at the login computer immediately. If he/she expands login other
computers, the Filtering server will detect changing from Change Manger dB, also
create, and replace his/her cookies at those login computers too. Therefore,
information in cookies of every login computer will be updated all the time.
The detail of this conception we showed at figure 4-7 and we called it as FCL
(Filtering Changed List) too.
4.1.7. User's Role Change Detection
Similarly changing user's password, once a user has changed his/her role
(changing role must control by his/her administrator) even if it is a promotion, a
demotion or a temporary role; the changed date will be stamped to Change Manager
dB. Consequently, any times and anywhere, once a user logins to compliant Web
servers, the system will immediately know these adjustments. Furthermore, the
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system automatically provides the new information, place into his/her cookies and
inform the up-to-date information to compliant Web server. The detail, we have
shown at figure 4-7 too.
4.1.8. Expired Password Detection
Because keeping user's password expired date in cookies since cookies have
been created, the system can detect this date every time of user's login. The system
will immediately force the login user to change new password when his/her password
becomes expiration.
4.1.9. Expired Role Detection
In the same way, if user's role is a short-term role and has a certain expired
date, this date also was stamped in cookies since cookies have been created.
Therefore, the system can detect it, automatically create and replace the old cookies to
the new one.
4.1.10. Redundant Program and Routine Reduction
Because of using centralized security control, we can put a suit of both
creation and verification routines at the Filtering server only. It is not necessary to
place these routines in any compliant Web servers. Therefore, once we want to adjust
or change any routines, we can freely do and replace at this server only.
We have shown in figure 4-3 about using only one copy of security routine in
our proposed system.
4.1.11. Server-Pull-Style

Before accessing to resources in the existing system, firstly a user has to
contact and get his/her information (password, role etc.) from the Role server.
Afterward, he/she will contact again to any compliant Web servers and present this
information to them for authentication.
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In our system, users only remember URL of compliant Web servers which
they want to login. Works, behind the scene, were performed by programs in the
Filtering server named as server-pull-style. This more detail about server-pull-style,
you will find in figure 3-3.
4.2.

DESIGN SOFTWARE AND CONSTRAINT
Software development tools both currently available in hand and have to find

for using are; ASP 3.0, Edit plus, IE 5.0, 5.5 and 6.0, IIS 5.0 (Internet Information
Server), Microsoft Access 2000, VB script 5.0, 5.5 and Window 2000 professional
4.2.1. ASP 3.0
Microsoft® Active Server Pages(ASP) [35].[37],[41],[42],[43],[45],[46] is a
server-side scripting environment that you can use to create interactive Web pages
and build powerful Web applications. When the server receives a request for an ASP
file, it processes server-side scripts contained in the file to build the Web page that is
sent to the browser. In addition to server-side scripts, ASP files can contain HTML
(including related client-side scripts) as well as calls to COM components that
perform a variety of tasks, such as connecting to a database or processing business
logic.
Active Server Pages (ASP) is a server-side design environment that you can
use to create engaging, real-world Web applications. An ASP page is an HTML page
that contains server-side scripts that are processed by the Web server before being
sent to the user's browser. Unlike conventional Common Gateway Interface (CGI)
applications, which are difficult to create, ASP is greatly designed to simplify the
process of developing Web applications. With just of few lines of script, you can add
database connectivity or advanced customization features to your Web pages. In the
past, you had to know PERL or C to add such functionality, but with ASP, you can
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use ordinary Web scripting languages such as Microsoft JScript (Microsoft's
implementation of the ECMA 262 language specification), Microsoft Visual
Basic (VBScript), or any COM compliant scripting language, including JavaScript,
PERL, and others.
Beyond ordinary scripting tasks, you can also use ASP to extend your scripts
into COM components. These reusable, programmatic modules let you scale your
scripts into full-fledged applications that perform complex tasks such as transaction
processing for electronic commerce.
In my thesis, we use ASP 3.0 to develop server-side program environment.
ASP 3.0 comes with Window 2000 Os. We need to use ASP 3.0 because the ASP 2.5
in Window 98 does not support any functions we need to use in the thesis.
4.2.2. EditPlus 2.lOc
EditPlus [36] is an Internet-ready 32-bit text, HTML, and programmer's
editor for Windows. It can serve as a replacement for Notepad, as well as offer many
features for Web site and code programmers. Features include syntax highlighting for
HTML, CSS, PHP, ASP, Perl, CIC++, Java, JavaScript, and VBScript; a seamless
Web browser for previewing HTML pages; and FTP commands for uploading local
files to FTP server. It also contains an HTML toolbar, user tools, line numbers, a
ruler, URL highlighting, automatic completion, cliptext, column selection, powerful
search and replace, multiple undo/redo, a spelling checker, and customizable
keyboard shortcuts. This update is a maintenance release.
4.2.3. IE 5.0, 5.5 and 6.0
Internet Explorer 6 [35] is the platform that brings a new way of browsing to
the Internet. Internet Explorer 6 is a set of core technologies in Windows® XP Home
Edition and Windows XP Professional, and is available to users of Windows 98,
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Windows 98 Second Edition, Windows Millennium Edition (Windows Me),
Windows NT, Workstation 4.0, and Windows 2000 Professional operating systems.
Internet Explorer 6 includes many new and enhanced features that can simplify the
daily tasks that you perform and help you to maintain the privacy of your personal
information on the Web. IE 6 provides a platform that delivers the Internet in a fresh
new way with innovative browser capabilities, including media playback and
automatic picture resizing for end-users; a single platform for overall simplicity for
creating and deploying robust LOB applications for corporate users; and a proven
technology to develop rich Web-based applications
4.2.4. IIS 5.0 (Internet Information Service)
Internet Information Services 5.0 (IIS) [35] is the Windows 2000 Web service
that makes it easy to publish information on your intranet.
Internet Information Services 5.0 (IIS) Integrated Web services enable users
to easily host and manage Web sites to share information, create Web-based business
applications, and extend file, print, media and communication services to the Web.
4.2.5. Microsoft Access 2000
Whether users are creating a stand-alone desktop database for personal use,
departmental use or for an entire organization, Access offers an easy-to-use database
for managing and sharing data. Access 2000 [35] brings not only the traditional broad
range of easy data management tools but also adds increased integration with the Web
for easier sharing of data across a variety of platforms and user levels and additional
ease-of-use enhancements to assist with personal productivity.
Making Information Easy to Find and Use: Access 2000 continues to offer an
easy-to-use tool for easily finding information that provides consistency and
integration with the other applications in the Office suite.
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Web-Enabled Information Sharing: Access 2000 allows easily sharing
information via the corporate intranet and the ability to host a database within the
browser easily. This combines the power of a desktop database with the power of the
Web.
Powerful Solutions Tools for Managing Information: Power users and
developers may now create solutions that combine the ease-of-use of the Access
interface (client) with the scalability and reliability of SQL Server.
4.2.6. VBScript 5.0 & 5.5
Visual Basic Scripting Edition [35] (also known as VBScript) is a subset of
the Microsoft® Visual Basic language. It is implemented as a fast, portable,
lightweight interpreter for use in World Wide Web browsers and other applications
that use ActiveX Controls, OLE Automation servers, and Java applets. Visual Basic
Scripting Edition is available from Microsoft in two forms: as a ready-to-run
(compiled) binary for several platforms, or as source code.
When used in Internet Explorer, VBScript is directly comparable to JavaScript
(not Java). Like JavaScript, VBScript is a pure interpreter that processes source code
embedded directly in the HTML.
VBScript -a lightweight version of Visual Basic designed to compete with
JavaScript in Web browsers. Today, the MSScript ActiveX control is used to provide
general-purpose scripting services within an application. The MSScript control
supports both VBScript and JavaScript scripting languages.
Writing VBScript programs is as easy as writing Visual Basic programs. The
same basic (yes, the pun was intended) language is at the heart of both. However, just
because VBScript looks like Visual Basic does not mean that anything you can do in
Visual Basic you can do in VBScript.
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VBScript is not Visual Basic for Applications. It is important not to confuse
VBScript and Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). VBA is included with products
like Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel, and it is a much richer language than
VBScript. VBA has a more sophisticated development environment than VBScript. It
is possible to develop complete applications using VBA. VBScript, on the other hand,
is designed primarily as a macro language and is not very suitable for developing
.,..

applications.
Many business applications have rules that are unique to a particular business.
Using the Script Control allows you to customize your application without
recompiling for each business. All you need to do is to code the business-specific
rules in VBScript for each organization. Then they could be loaded at runtime. A
good example of this is computing sales tax for a particular state. Some items are
taxable, and some are not. Even the tax rate may vary depending on the item. Using
VBScript allows you to easily write a specific program for a state and quickly change
it whenever the state changes its laws related to computing sales tax.
Another place where you might consider using the ScriptControl is in game
playing. Many games such as SimCity and Civilization are rather complex and often
involve tedious tasks that can follow a specific strategy. For instance, an advanced
Civilization game player could benefit from a VBScript program that would
automatically choose the next advance based on the advance just completed and the
advances achieved by the other players.
Yet another place where VBScript might prove valuable is to create a batchprocessing facility. Suppose you have a tool like Photoshop, where you can perform
various tasks based on keyboard and/or mouse movements. Then suppose that you
need to apply that same transformation ten or fifty times. Rather than doing it by
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hand, it might be useful to write a little VBScript program that would allow you to
repeat the transformation as many times as needed. This would not only save time, but
it also could reduce mistakes.
VBScript is currently available as part of Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 and
Internet Information Server 3.0
We use VBScript version 5.0 & 5.5 for IE 5.0, 5.5 and 6.0 to create our
_...

proposed system.
4.2. 7. Windows 2000 Professional
Built on NT Technology, Windows 2000 Professional [35] offers rock-solid
reliability and improved manageability that simplify desktop management. In
addition, its integrated Web capabilities and broad support for mobile computers and
hardware devices make it easy for business users to connect to the Internet and work
anywhere, anytime.
Reliable: Windows 2000 Professional is built upon the rock-solid reliability of
Windows NT Technology, which makes it significantly more reliable than either
Windows 95 or Windows 98 technology. Reliability improvements in Windows 2000
Professional make it even more stable than Windows NT Workstation. Windows 2000
Professional offers high system uptime, dynamic system configuration and resilience
to application failures.
Microsoft's mainstream desktop operating system for businesses of all sizes,
designed to replace Windows NT Workstation 4.0, which many people are using
today as the standard business desktop, Windows 2000 Professional builds upon the
interface and kernel in NT 4.0. It also includes improved security, state-of-the-art
features for mobile users, industrial-strength reliability, and better performance.
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Windows 2000 is the most manageable, reliable, and secure version of
Windows ever. Improved hardware support and increased software compatibility
make using Windows 2000 even easier. In addition, enhancements to networking,
printing, and storage help you find resources more quickly and work more efficiently.
4.3.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

,,---------!

Compliant Zone

WebServer 1

[--------------------------------------------------.. ,

WebServer n

WebServer 2

Filtering
Server
(W2K+IIS5.0 +
ASP3.0)

Login User
Interface

General User Interface
~-----------------------------------------

----------------------------------------

,

User Machine
(Browser=>IE5)

User
Figure 4-7 Architectural designed prototype of Filtering system
In the figure 4-7, we showed whole of Filtering System that we have created
as the prototype of this system. Firstly, a user will type URL of compliant Web
servers at login time. After getting request, the Web server redirects this request to the
Filtering server and scratches itself to do other arrear works immediately. Afterward
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scenario is interfacing between the login user and the Filtering server until that user
can pass inspector routines.
When getting login request, the Filtering server prompts login screen to user.
The user has to type his/her information (User-ID, Password), click "Login" or
"Change Password" button for sending information back to the server. In this step,
he/she does not know which server he/she is interfacing. If his/her information is not
good enough, the server will response warning-message to user and wait to get
another new one. This loop will occur until the information can pass authentication's
routines or quits the requests or reaches the maximum number of trying. Only the user
passing inspection routines, the server will return his/her role back to the calling Web
server and scratch itself for waiting another login request.
The Web server will assign a user's role permission back to the login user.
Afterward scenario is interfacing between the user and the Web server.
WebServer Area

Main
Program
~-~---1

User's
Request

3

~-----;8

Redirect
to Filtering
Server

Get user's
role

~
~---

.Fnteimi
Server

User's
Response
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Permission

;©·······································;

~

i

Logm & Change i

.. . 111-1i

~

~s\\'~~~~-~~~J
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Figure 4-8 Architechture at the first time of login
In figure 4-8 we showed architecture of Web servers when user's login. Any
checking works, the Web servers will release to Filtering server. After finishing
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verification routines, the Filtering server will contact and send user's role back to the
calling server.
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Figure 4-9 Architechture of Filtering server
In the above figure, we showed the works of Filtering server. This server will
only interface with the first time of login user. The major works are getting cookies
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....,

from user computer, checking integrity of cookies, checking contents of cookies such
as password expiration, user's role expiration, creating new cookies with MD5
algorithm routines and responding user's role back to the calling Web server.

WebServer Area
2

Main
Program

User's
Request

Resources

User's
Response

Figure 4-10 Architecture after passing login routine
After getting response from the Filtering server, the Web server will take over
later requests of the user. The interfacing between user and Web server will be
continued until the user to log out of system or the session becomes timeout.
4.4.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FUNCTIONS

4.4.1. Web Servers Routines
These following are programs and routines that we developed and installed at
the Web servers as prototype of our proposed system.
4.4.1.1. Passing Accession
This function has been embedded in the main program of every compliant
Web server. Firstly, user types a URL of compliant Web server wanting to login.
When the program checks LogStatus_flag does not equal "Passed'', it will shoot
request to Filtering server for inspection information of login user.
4.4.1.2. Perform other works
This step we do not involve.
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4.4.1.3. Permission Assignment
After getting user's role and embossed "Passed" in LogStatus_Flag, from the
login program of Filtering server. Main program finds appropriate permission to
assign to user by seeing gotten user's role. Then it responds back to login user. This is
the starting point of interfacing between that user and the Web servers.
4.4.2. Filtering Server Routines
These following are programs and routines, which we developed and installed
at the Filtering server as the prototype of our proposed system.
4.2.2.1. Login routine (see this flowchart at figure C-1 in appendix C)
After getting request from any compliant Web servers, the programs of the
Filtering server will keep URL of the calling Web servers and process as following:
a) Check LogStatus_Flag="Yes"
If LogStatus_Flag (in session) is not equal "Yes", it means before this

logging, the user has already reached the max of login number. Therefore, he/she no
longer login to system.
b) Find changes of the user in ChgMan dB
If found and his/her account_flag = "No", it means before this login, the

user's account has already locked. Therefore, he/she no longer login again.
c) Check login trying number with the max login number
If the login trying number is greater than the maximum login number, the

program stamps "No" to user's account in ChgMan dB. From now, the user no longer
login to system, before he/she contacts his/her administrator.
d) Check user's clicking button
•

If Change Password button was clicked, go to Change_Password

Routine.
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e) Find existing cookies
•

If there are not found existing cookies, go to Log_In_File Routine

f) Find change date in Change Manager dB

If Change_Date in ChgMan is grater than Cookies_Create_Date, then go to
Create- New- Cookies Routine
g) Call MD5 routine
.,..

To create message digest of user's key in password compare with the existing
password's message digest from cookies
•

If it is not the same go to Log_In_File routine

h) Compare three groups of IP address
Compare environment filed IP address of calling browse with three groups of
IP address kept in cookies
If it is not the same go to Log_In_File routine
i)

Call MD5 routine

To create message digest from Cookies_Creation_Date + IP_address +

+

User role

Admin Level

+

Expired_Role_Date

+

User Password

+

Expired_Password_Date and compare with these existing message digests in cookies
•

If it is not the same go to Log_In_File routine

j) Check lifetime of Password
•

If user's password becomes to expire go to Change Password Routine

k) Check lifetime of user's role
•

If user's role is expired, go to New Cookies Creation

1) Prepare LogStatus ="Passed", user's role and calling's URL for response
to calling server
•

This mean the user can pass inspect routine
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m) Response back to the calling server
4.2.2.2. Log_ln_File Routine (see this flowchart at figure C-1 in appendix C)
This routine is created for checking when user's information in cookies
became invalid or when the user needs to create new cookies. Therefore, firstly, the
user has to match user's ID and password of key in and in Authentication dB.
4.2.2.3. New_Cookies_Creation routine (see flowchart at figure C-1 in appendix C)
This routine will be used as the following reasons.
a) Not found user's cookies (Cookies is destroyed, new login computer, etc.)
b) After changing user's password( see flowchart at figure C-4 of appendix C)
c) After changing role of user (found change record in ChgMan dB)
d) User's role expiration (if his/her role is indicated expired date)
4.2.2.4. Change_Role Routine (see this flowchart at figure C-2 in appendix C)
This routine is designed for zone administrator to add, update or delete any
user's role. The function will check status of zone administrator and the user at lower
level. The zone administrator will be forced to manage only beneath his/her zone.
4.2.2.5. Change_Password Routine (see this flowchart at figure C-4 in appendix C)
The change password button is built in login screen. At the first time of login,
user has to pass login screen, in this screen will have both Login button and Change
Password button, which located below the screen. If user wants to change his/her
password or right now his/her password becomes expired, he/she must to fill the
user's ID and current password then clicks change password button. After completing
of normal authentication routine, the new password screen will be prompted for
getting new password. User has to key password twice time, firstly for new password
and secondly for confirmation. The perfected changing occurs when user can access
resources as suitable of his/her role.
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CHAPTERS

SYSTEMATIC IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION
Summary of all programs in the prototype system and the size of each module
are shown in table 5-1 and 5-2.
5.1.

APPLICATION PROGRAMS AT FILTERING SERVER
Applic~tion

Microsoft VB script
5.0 & 5.5

Programs at Filtering server

...

Description

No of
Lines

Size
(bytes)

- Bottom.asp

- Including file for other program

1

82

- Cal1MD5.asp

- Sub routine for Calling MD5.asp

6

171

- ChgPswd.asp

- for changing password

50

1859

- ChgPswdF.asp

- Display screen before change password

69

2381

- CreateCookies.asp

- For create cookies when there are
changing

79

3623

- DestroyCookies.asp

- Temp program for cookies deletion

26

827

- EndSess.asp

- Temp program for abandon session

9

352

- Login.asp

- Main program for user logging in

145

5740

- LoginF .asp

- Screen Display for user logging in

74

2730

- LoginFile.asp

- Sub routine for reading in
Authentication table of dB

43

1412

- LogReq.asp

- Including file for checking process step

5

130

- md5.asp

- Create MD5 output

397

12713

- ShowCookies.asp

- Temp program for showing cookies

48

2211

Microsoft Access 2000

Description

Size (bytes)

Authentication

- Keep whole of users' name & password

159744

UserRole

- Keep user's role separated by zone

155648

ChgMan

- Keep any changes of users

139264

~t.
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Web Server

Description

IIS 5.0

Size (bytes)

-

- Web server for test
Description

OS
Window 2000
Professional (service
pack 2)

Size (bytes)

-

- Os for ASP 3.0

Table 5-1 Programs & OS needed at Filtering seorer
5.2.

APPLICATION PROGRAMS AT WEB SERVERS
Application Programs at Web servers

Microsoft VB
script 5.0 & 5.5

Description

No of
Lines

Size
(bytes)

-Add8.asp

- Add information of zone

108

3795

- Add9.asp

- Add information of user

117

4078

- Admin8.asp

- Admin main menu of zone

46

1836

- Admin9.asp

- Admin main menu of whole system

50

1989

- Bottom.asp

- Including file

1

82

- Delete8.asp

- Deletion menu of zone

35

1214

- Delete9.asp

- Deletion menu of system

42

1563

- Edit8.asp

- Main edition of zone

47

1811

- Edit9.asp

- Main edition of system

58

2257

- EndSess.asp

-Temp for session abandon

10

287

- Index.asp

- First page of system

2

60

- Main.asp

- Main processing program

94

4155

- PreDelete8.asp

- Before user deletion from zone

44

1507

- PreDelete9 .asp

- Before user deletion from system

48

1587

- Role.asp

- Temp for show user's role

19

568

- Save8.asp

- Saving user's change to zone

40

1309

- Save9.asp

- Saving user's change to system

51

1750
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Web Server

Description

- IIS 5.0

- Web server for test

OS

Description

- Window 2000
Professional
(service pack 2)

- Os for working of ASP 3.0

Size (bytes)
Size (bytes)
-

Table 5-2 Programs & OS at Web servers ,..
5.3.

TESTING ENVIRONMENT
We test our system by using a Filtering server, three Web servers, and two

clients on 10 mbps of LAN speed. In addition, for precise result, we test the existing
system on the same place of ours. Other details of each computer, we gather as
following:

s

pc:;

EXisting

Proposed

1 Pentium 166, Mem:48k, HD:2 g, Win:2k, IIS 5.0

RoleServer

2 Pentium:l66, Mem:64k, HD:4 g, Win:2k, IIS 5.0

WebServerOldl WebServerl

3 Pentium 166, Mem:64k, HD:2g, Win 2k, IIS 5.0

WebServerOld2 WebServer2

4 Celeron:500, Mem:64k, HD:lOg, Win:2k, IE:6.0

Clientl

Clientl

5 Pentium 166, Mem:64k, HD:2g, Win:98SE, IE:5.5 Client2

Client2

Filtering Server

Table 5-3 All in testing environment
For testing consideration, it means that our system needs not to use the high
performance computer. We found that it could run and reflect the good result on very
low specification computer. Therefore, at the present day, if this system will be
installed in the effectiveness computer like any modem-day servers, we think it
should easily survive.
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5.4.

EXPERIMENT & TEST RESULT
We create and test both the existing system and the proposed system in the

same environment, the same user account and the same computer for most corrective
results (elapsed time calculation see at appendix E).
5.4.1. The Results of Experiment of the Existing System
The following figures show some results of testing in the existing system. We
created 10 user IDs for testing like these; admin, admin2, ulOOOOOO, ulOOOOOl,
u2000000, u2000001, u2000002, u3000000, u4000000 and u5000000 (detail of each
user ID see at figure F-1 of appendix F).

Old Fmished getting your role •••pls., be continue by contacting your web server

Serve1· Name : R<>leServer Session m : 27309695
User ID : u1000000 Cookies Length : 1095 Create New Cookies : Yes
St:artProcessingtime: 011121254410:07:51EndProcesmgtime:0111212544 10:0753

~~~~~---~~-~~~--~--~~!

Processing time(Seconds) : 2
Figure 5-1 Example result of cooking time

Welcome to Secure Cookies Website

r

309721

ruser ID : admin CookLe:ngth: 1105 Create New Cookies : N<»
-""""'"'"-"""'-""'""""""___
__,
. """"""""'
"'"""'""'"""'"""'"-·I Start Processing time : 0111212544 21 :09:31 End Processing time : 0111212544 21 :09:32
rp;.,~~~ tim.e(Second;);l·--"-'"""'"
""
"""'""""'"'""-"-""""'~"""'-""

dmin role : SySem Admin
[i~

role:

Main~'"'"""'"''"'""""'"'

Figure 5-2 Example result of presenting time
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Ihgc are u20000QO Cookies ergted bv.Rolc Sgyq
CookUnrID: u2000000
Cook:Lil'e: 01/1212544 10:10:14
CooklPAdr: 10.59.6.123
CookRole : PM
Cook.Admin : 8
Cook.Zone : 2000
CookPswd: -----BEGINPGP :MESSAGE----- Version: PGP 6.5.8
q.ANQR1DAwU4D40zmXJ4TD2AQCAC3A.tbeFcQ.Ztwupiylt'<lST+dbOLO 1QFx2YdrE6Z
KvRE893Ko6Gt80oeg'HA/7~P'WLHwEFiSQy/AQWuXWcxbSdBQN4VVSnl1!4zh

9NUBGW/wSq309:93pwil.,qial)l1SyWi7.1Nm1JXNOWjvQTY92oB6ArFnCjpDfaGhlJCn
zkDlb4Nq7r08iZb6yq2gtbHRlyitjSTOsAmpthlymTVbi!'+w2l'i1ld500Q2it.inloC
1>PYhTBPgOiEawG4CquQy5Fo05vEYenh7mZnywoqa~1jNgpC2CStl3SqZUXrh2

pXOiqQmj2y:EPXj4MbMcf18XOuh9weIKRWc9MtR~OtCAC<>VIJHa'.Buv'°86
9'l'GjZ024U2v2Xpv'.roumvCEwu-rk7LWrm2il'lbOCwBlDibmUgn3oB~3sqCEO

33nn.JbHmVIiG5i.HC+VWav5pntMSk4mXl191H3Itm4UrF6l/DeCQ2xUNJAQe7+ke5
VNtOYLHU7WjkYsZAJllKtvFLX+I1QfFmW$pe9y90W/WrFLmae:BXl.K~Gk.YW4

Y8riV+KI.mtAjSPceX9iq42Ihl +PBdiESmqIOGhl.MIOOID9Htv/vl4yyeugA.19c
'W'M.&Zz:X1Bilt7H8tbs7wx32iQ+aK 13cOHhjP27ajR6KipAOJELh830dW2j2YJWB..r.:
HO/qavloySEOt7pjUx5WYyAeuzb.+pW4pRlrxnb:MiX!vKPsh59LOlBtO= =ynzZ -----END PGP MESSAG.E----Cook.Sip.: -----BEGIN PGP SIGNATUllB----- Veni~ PGP 6.5.8
iQAJAwUAJJ\tnqKwgd0/5!.J\jiEQJFa;AC~OY506UhQBBN961'lz2IEVdT.PQAoXRq
~7Ql\!ok.TD90A8u:<lwfut1Jk8 =ZYlc -----END PGP SIGNATURE-----

CoolcLmeth: 1103

Figure 5-3 Detail of cookies
Figure 5-1 shows elapsed time of cooking (creating cookies) at the Role
server. Figure 5-2 shows elapsed time of presenting (using cookies) at
WebServerOldl as supposed to be Web server in the existing system.
5.4.2. The Results of Experiment of the Proposed System
We use the same 10 user IDs for testing. Every user tests via Web serverl,
server2 (is supposed as compliant Web servers in our system), by shooting the login
request to the Filtering server to create each cookie which it is depended upon each
user's attributes. Subsequently we test cookies' presenting which to be sent from Web
serverl, Web server2 and Web server3 to the Filtering server and calculate all elapsed
time (detail of elapsed time calculation shown at Appendix E).
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l'ttp://trqnmter/FlhmgServer,lShoweoolries.&SP?C~#
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***

r''"

I

['Ytltering Server: Ircpremier Web Server: WehServerl Sesdon ID : 273014-04-~ .

I User ID : admin Cookies Length : 112 Create New Cookies : Yes
j Start Proces~ time

: 111212544 8:56:23 End Processing time : 111212544 8:S6:56
["Total Elapse(Se~) : 33 User Keying time(Sec) : 32 Net Elap;~(Sec) : l ·····-·-Admin role : SV$m Admin
ry;;;;t;
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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e:..........................""...................
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Figure 5-4 Example result of cooking

*** W e I c o m e

t o S ecu r c

F i 1 t e r i n g W e b s i t e ***

Figure 5-5 Example result of presenting

T ese are u.2000000 Cookies created
CookCreateDate: 0111212544 090121
CookIPAdr: 10.59.6
Cook.RoleExpDate :
Cook.Role : PM
CookAd:min : 8
Cook.Zone : 2000
CookPswd.ExpDate: 14101/2545
CookPswd: 9049d899882f99<l8d4d86ea9fc77625e
CookSign: 4fe3e37a56b9ac.28cc56a077975~!42
CookLen : 107
Figure 5-6 Detail of cookies
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g Server

I

ul000003
PswCExpDate•l4%ZF01%2F2545&Zone•l000&Siqn•cal70Sf5655ldcf407e03f3da505a9cb&Adlllin•O&RoleExpDate•&Pswd=9dlde
b04091!be70b4c76250ec5d5772d&Role•Tellec&IPAdc•lO'ZE59%2E6&CceateDate•Dl%2FlZ%2FZ544!-D9%3A05~3AD7

iccpcemiec/FilterinqServer
0
3942524926
29530257
2366839232
29456906

uzaaoaoo
PswCExpDate•l4~2FD1~2FZ545&Zone•ZDDD&Siqn•4fe3e37aS6b9ac2Bcc56aD7797Sa4f42&Admin=6&RoleExpDate•&Pswd=9049d

B99BBZf99dBd4dB6ea9fc77625e&Rale•PM&IPAdr•l0%2E59%2E6&CreateDate=Ol\2Fl2%2F2544!-09\3A07\3A21
ircpremier/FiltecinqServer

o
3942524928
29530257
3724339232
29456908

Figure 5-7 The real cookies placed in client's computer
Figure 5-4 shows results of cooking (creating new cookies) testing, figure 5-5
shows result of presenting (using cooking), figure 5-6 shows detail of cookies and
figure 5-7 is the real cookies placed in user's computer.
5.5.

EVALUATION & COMPARISON
We compare two different systems in three ways of cooking elapsed time,

presenting elapsed time and cookies' length. We show the results as following:
------------------------------------------ - - - -

Cooking Time Comparison
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The figure 5-8 is the comparison graph of cooking time (create cookies) often
users (detail of each user's account already shown at appendix F) two systems. From
the bars graph, the darker bars are represented with the test result of the existing
system. Vice versa, the lighter bars are represented of the test of proposed system.
You have seen that the lighter bars are reflecting of good result than the
darker. We would like to stress again that each two bars are representative of the one
user and has been tested in the same function. Each pair bar is compared from user
nol to user nolO. Therefore, some pair to show the equal elapsed time but it is not
that such a bar of the lighter is reflected more bad than the darker.
In addition, the line graph and the information in third row show the
advantage of each pair of two systems. In the last row, shows an accumulation of each
column in the third row.
From testing result, we have found that the most working of the proposed
system has more advantage than the existing work. In addition, after passing test in all
of ten users, we can save the cooking-time approximately up to 9 seconds. The
average elapse time of the systems (the existing: the proposed) are 1.5: 0.6 second.
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Presenting Time Comparison
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Figure 5-9 Presenting time comparison
Finger 5-9 showed the comparison of presenting time of two systems. It again
shows that the most advantage comes from the proposed system. After passing ten
users, we will have found that using the Filtering system can save the presenting time
roughly more than 12 seconds. Additionally, the proportion average time of the
existing system: the proposed system is 1.5: 0.27 second.
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Cookies' Length Comparison
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Figure 5-10 Cookies' length comparison
The figure 5-12 shows the outstanding advantage part of the proposed system
against the existing system. The graph shows that the new system can save the
cookies' size more than the existing by averaging 1097.5 : 107.8 bytes per user. On
the other hand, we can claim that its advantage is about 10 folds. The following table
and the cycle-graph show the summary of two systems comparison.
i;~~liestun.gth
;;·;1 ;ri11\Jt~)

1097.50
107.80
989.7():;

Table 5-4 Conclusion differences of two systems
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Figure 5-11 Graph show a discrepancy of comparisons
We use the same 10 user's IDs for most corrective comparison. The cooking
time and presenting time, we use average results of Web servers to show and plot our
graph.
By testing, we found that the Filtering system could give more advantages
than the existing system in these ways:
a) a bit more speed than when cooking time (creating cookies), because of
shorter than of cookies' length
b) a bit more speed than when presenting time (using cookies), we think the
same as a)
c) 10 times less than of cookies' length because of using MD5 algorithm
5.6.

CONSIDERATION AND LIMITATION OF THE SYSTEM
Our system is based on Microsoft environment. By testing, we have found

that it needs to be run on Window NT, Window 2000 or higher. Furthermore, it
reflects good results when run on browser IE 5.0 or higher.
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CHAPTER6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENTDATION
In this paper, we have described how we implemented RBAC with role
hierarchies on the Web using secure cookies plus Filtering server style. To protect the
role information in the cookies, we provided security services, such as authentication,
confidentiality, integrity and speeding cookies creation and verification. We use MD5
to create message digest (fingerprint) to secure our cookies. Our proposed system is
base on Window system, so we coded programs and routines in VBScript and run in
IIS 5.0 Web server in the technology of ASP version 3.0.
We have seen that in our proposed system there three main processes:
a) Login scenario
This scenario occurs since the first time of user's accessing. User types URL
of his/her compliant Web server for authentication. Afterward the Web server
redirects this request to Filtering server. After redirecting, the server will release itself
to do other works by no more interest about sent request.
b) Inspection scenario
After getting a request from any Web servers, the Filtering server will check:
•

The existing cookies of accessing user

•

Entire of cookies' contents

•

Return user's role back to the calling Web server

c) Normal connection
After getting user's role from the Filtering server, the calling Web server use
the role information and hierarchies to prepare appropriate permission to accessing
user. This is normal of RBAC system. Any events after these are interfacing between
the user and W eh server.

For speeding, we change methodology of security from the service of PKI of
PGP to fingerprint of MD5 algorithm. From experiment, this can more speed up than
processing in the existing system. In addition, this can be as much reduced
disadvantage of window base system against UNIX system. Although in the
experiment we used the very low specific computer to test our system, it presented us
a good result. In the real server's world, for sure the Web manager will use the better

...

or the best computer specification, so we believe that our proposed system can survive
in the real world.
Furthermore, this access control mechanism solves the scalability problem of
existing Web servers. The use of secure cookies is a transparent process to users and
applicable to existing Web servers and browsers.
For our recommendation, we feel MD5 algorithm can work more speedily
than PGP. That is because MD5 algorithm is a message digest (fingerprint) system.
Nevertheless, the drive of algorithm is up to the group of the static hexadecimal for
creating message digest. However, this hexadecimal group is not difficult to change
our key in the future, but we think it will be better if we split this hexadecimal group
into each group of table. Suppose that we split it about 10 groups. Once we create a
message digest, we randomly select from these groups and imbed the group number
into cookies. When the Filtering server gets cookies to verify, firstly the server has to
detect this number and select the suitable group of hexadecimal to use. It is a very
flexible way and a more secure way to do that.
Currently we think our technique is good enough to handle mentioned
problems but in science of security, we have to do together for the better security in
many ways. Right now, we think our thesis will become the way to give confidence to
security of WWW.
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VB Script
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Table 6-1 Comparision Conclusion
..

E~~ fl,>toposed
Yes
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1 User ID
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2 Create Date
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3 User's Password
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4 User's Role
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5 IP Address
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Table 6-2 Cookies' Contents Conclusion
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APPENDIX A
MD5 ALGORITHM
1. Executive Summary

This document describes the MD5 message-digest algorithm. The algorithm
takes as input a message of arbitrary length and produces as output a 128-bit
"fingerprint" or "message digest" of the input. It is conjectured that it is
computationally infeasible to produce two messages having the same message digest,
or to produce any message having a given pre-specified target message digest. The
MD5 algorithm is intended for digital signature applications, where a large file must
be "compressed" in a secure manner before being encrypted with a private (secret)
key under a public-key cryptosystem such as RSA. The MD5 algorithm is designed to
be quite fast on 32-bit computers. In addition, the MD5 algorithm does not require
any large substitution tables; the algorithm can be coded quite compactly. The MD5
algorithm is an extension of the MD4 message-digest algorithm 1, 2]. MD5 is slightly
slower than MD4, but is more "conservative" in design. MD5 was designed because it
was felt that MD4 was perhaps being adopted for use more quickly than justified by
the existing critical review; because MD4 was designed to be exceptionally fast, it is
"at the edge" in terms of risking successful cryptanalytic attack. MD5 backs off a bit,
giving up a little in speed for a much greater likelihood of ultimate security. It
incorporates some suggestions made by various reviewers, and contains additional
optimizations. The MD5 algorithm is being placed in the public domain for review
and possible adoption as a standard. For OSI-based applications, MD5's object
identifier is
md5

OBJECT

IDENTIFIER

rsadsi(l 13549) digestAlgorithm(2) 5}

..

iso(l)

member-body(2)

US(840)

In the X.509 type Algorithm Identifier [3], the parameters for MD5 should
have type NULL.
2. Terminology and Notation
In this document, a "word" is a 32-bit quantity and a "byte" is an eight-bit

quantity. A sequence of bits can be interpreted in a natural manner as a sequence of
bytes, where each consecutive group of eight bits is interpreted as a byte with the
high-order (most significant) bit of each byte listed first. Similarly, a sequence of
bytes can be interpreted as a sequence of 32-bit words, where each consecutive group
of four bytes is interpreted as a word with the low-order (least significant) byte given
first. Let x_i denote "x sub i". If the subscript is an expression, we surround it in
braces, as in x_{i+l}. Similarly, we use/\ for superscripts (exponentiation), so that x/\i
denotes x to the i-th power. Let the symbol "+" denote addition of words (i.e.,
modulo-2/\32 addition). Let X <<< s denote the 32-bit value obtained by circularly
shifting (rotating) X left by s bit positions. Let not(X) denote the bit-wise complement
of X, and let X v Y denote the bit-wise OR of X and Y. Let X xor Y denote the bitwise XOR ofX and Y, and let XY denote the bit-wise AND ofX and Y.
3. MD5 Algorithm Description
We begin by supposing that we have a b-bit message as input, and that we
wish to find its message digest. Here b is an arbitrary nonnegative integer; b may be
zero, it need not be a multiple of eight, and it may be arbitrarily large. We imagine the
bits of the message written down as follows:
m_O m_l ... m_{b-1}
The following five steps are performed to compute the message digest of the
message.
3.1 Step 1. Append Padding Bits
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3.2 Step 2. Append Length
3.3 Step 3. Initialize MD Buffer
3.4 Step 4. Process Message in 16-Word Blocks
3.5 Step 5. Output
3 .1 Step 1. Append Padding Bits
The message is "padded" (extended) so that its length (in bits) is congruent to
448, modulo 512. That is, the message is extended so that it is just 64 bits shy of
being a multiple of 512 bits long. Padding is always performed, even if the length of
the message is already congruent to 448, modulo 512. Padding is performed as
follows: a single "1" bit is appended to the message, and then "0" bits are appended so
that the length in bits of the padded message becomes congruent to 448, modulo 512.
In all, at least one bit and at most 512 bits are appended.
3.2 Step 2. Append Length
A 64-bit representation ofb (the length of the message before the padding bits
were added) is appended to the result of the previous step. In the unlikely event that b
is greater than 2"64, then only the low-order 64 bits of b are used. (These bits are
appended as two 32-bit words and appended low-order word first in accordance with
the previous conventions.) At this point, the resulting message (after padding with bits
and with b) has a length that is an exact multiple of 512 bits. Equivalently, this
message has a length that is an exact multiple of 16 (32-bit) words. Let M[O ... N-1]
denote the words of the resulting message, where N is a multiple of 16.
3.3 Step 3. Initialize MD Buffer
A four-word buffer (A,B,C,D) is used to compute the message digest. Here
each of A, B, C, D is a 32-bit register. These registers are initialized to the following
values in hexadecimal, low-order bytes first):
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word A: 01 23 45 67
word B: 89 ab cd ef
word C: fe de ba 98
word D: 76 54 32 10
3.4 Step 4. Process Message in 16-Word Blocks
We first define four auxiliary functions that each take as input three 32-bit
words and produce as output one 32-bit word.
F(X,Y,Z) = XYv not(X) Z
G(X,Y,Z) = XZ v Y not(Z)
H(X,Y,Z) = X xor Y xor Z
l(X,Y,Z) = Y xor (Xv not(Z))
In each bit position F acts as a conditional: if X then Y else Z. The function F
could have been defined using + instead of v since XY and not(X)Z will never have
1's in the same bit position.) It is interesting to note that if the bits of X, Y, and Z are
independent and unbiased, the each bit of F(X,Y,Z) will be independent and unbiased.
The functions G, H, and we are similar to the function F, in that they act in "bitwise
parallel" to produce their output from the bits of X, Y, and Z, in such a manner that if
the corresponding bits of X, Y, and Z are independent and unbiased, then each bit of
G(X,Y,Z), H(X,Y,Z), and l(X,Y,Z) will be independent and unbiased. Note that the
function H is the bit-wise "xor" or "parity" function of its inputs. This step uses a 64element table T[l ... 64] constructed from the sine function. Let T[i] denote the i-th
element of the table, which is equal to the integer part of 4294967296 times
abs(sin(i)), where i is in radians. The elements of the table are given in the appendix.
Do the following:

I* Process each 16-word block. */
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For i = 0 to N/16-1 do
/*Copy block i into X. *I
For j = 0 to 15 do
Set X[j] to M[i*16+j].
end/* ofloop onj */
/* Save A as AA, B as BB, C as CC, and Das DD. */
AA=A

BB=B
CC=C
DD=D

I* Round 1. *I
I* Let [abed ks i] denote the operation
a= b +((a+ F(b,c,d) + X[k] + T[i]) <<< s). */
/*Do the following 16 operations. */
[ABCD 0 7 1] [DABC 1 12 2] [CDAB 2 17 3] [BCDA 3 22 4]
[ABCD 4 7 5] [DABC 5 12 6] [CDAB 6 17 7] [BCDA 7 22 8]
[ABCD 8 7 9] [DABC 9 12 10] [CDAB 10 1711] [BCDA 112212]
[ABCD 12 7 13] [DABC 13 12 14] [CDAB 14 17 15] [BCDA 15 22 16]

I* Round 2. */
I* Let [abed ks i] denote the operation
a= b +((a+ G(b,c,d) + X[k] + T[i]) <<< s). */
/*Do the following 16 operations. */
[ABCD 1 5 17] [DABC 6 9 18] [CDAB 11 14 19] [BCDA 0 20 20]
[ABCD 5 5 21] [DABC 10 9 22] [CDAB 15 14 23] [BCDA 4 20 24]
[ABCD 9 5 25] [DABC 14 9 26] [CDAB 3 14 27] [BCDA 8 20 28]
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[ABCD 13 5 29] [DABC 2 9 30] [CDAB 7 14 31] [BCDA 12 20 32]

I* Round 3. */
/* Let [abed k s t] denote the operation
a= b +((a+ H(b,c,d) + X[k] + T[i]) <<< s). */

I* Do the following 16 operations.*/
[ABCD 5 4 33] [DABC 8 11 34] [CDAB 11 16 35] [BCDA 14 23 36]
[ABCD 1 4 37] [DABC 4 11 38] [CDAB 7 16 39] [BCDA 10 23 40]
[ABCD 13 4 41] [DABC 0 11 42] [CDAB 3 16 43] [BCDA 6 23 44]
[ABCD 9 4 45] [DABC 12 11 46] [CDAB 15 16 47] [BCDA 2 23 48]
/*Round 4. */
/* Let [abed k s t] denote the operation
a= b +((a+ l(b,c,d) + X[k] + T[i]) <<< s). */
/* Do the following 16 operations. *I
[ABCD 0 6 49] [DABC 7 10 50] [CDAB 14 15 51] [BCDA 5 21 52]
[ABCD 12 6 53] [DABC 3 10 54] [CDAB 10 15 55] [BCDA 1 21 56]
[ABCD 8 6 57] [DABC 15 10 58] [CDAB 6 15 59] [BCDA 13 21 60]
[ABCD 4 6 61] [DABC 11 10 62] [CDAB 2 15 63] [BCDA 9 21 64]

I* Then perform the following additions. (That is increment each of the four
registers by the value it had before this bloc was started.)*/
A=A+AA
B=B+BB
C=C+CC
D=D+DD
end/* of loop on i */
3.5 Step 5. Output
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The message digest produced as output is A, B, C, D. That is, we begin with
the low-order byte of A, and end with the high-order byte of D. This completes the
description ofMD5. A reference implementation in C is given in the appendix.
4. Summary
The MD5 message-digest algorithm is simple to implement, and provides a
"fingerprint" or message digest of a message of arbitrary length. It is conjectured that
the difficulty of coming up with two messages having the same message digest is on
the order of 2"64 operations, and that the difficulty of coming up with any message
having a given message digest is on the order of 2"128 operations. The MD5
algorithm has been carefully scrutinized for weaknesses. It is, however, a relatively
new algorithm and further security analysis is of course justified, as is the case with
any new proposal of this sort.
5. Differences Between MD4 and MD5
The following are the differences between MD4 and MD5: A fourth round
has been added. Each step now has a unique additive constant. The function g in
round 2 was changed from (XY v XZ v YZ) to (XZ v Y not(Z)) to make g less
symmetric. Each step now adds in the result of the previous step. This promotes a
faster "avalanche effect". The order in which input words are accessed in rounds 2
and 3 is changed, to make these patterns less like each other. The shift amounts in
each round have been approximately optimized, to yield a faster "avalanche effect."
The shifts in different rounds are distinct.
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APPENDIXB
BENCHMARKS
Here are speed benchmarks for some of the most popular hash algorithms and
symmetric and asymmetric ciphers. All were coded in C++ or ported to C++ from C
implementations, compiled with Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 SP4 (optimize for speed,
blend code generation), and ran on a Celeron 850MHz

proc~sor

under Windows

2000 SP 1. Two assembly routines were used for multiple-precision addition and
subtraction.
"'

Algot\~
CRC-32
Adler-32
MD2
MD5
SHA-1
SHA-256
SHA-512
HAVAL (pass~3)
HAVAL (pass=4)
HAVAL (pass=5)
Tiger
RIPE-MD160
Panama Hash (little endian)
Panama Hash (big endian)
MDC/MD5
Luby-Rackoff/MD5
DES
DES-XEX3
DES-EDE3
IDEA
RC2
RCS (r=16)
Blowfish
Diamond2

; Time
Bytes Proc~~~~: :;,Taken
1073741824
2147483648
8388608
1073741824
536870912
268435456
67108864
536870912
536870912
268435456
268435456
268435456
1073741824
1073741824
268435456
67108864
134217728
134217728
33554432
134217728
33554432
536870912
134217728
67108864

8.682
6.970
11.276
10.165
10.565
10.345
7.761
7.922
12.337
7.090
10.325
8.332
7.401
11.797
9.884
8.402
9.945
11.716
6.740
11.286
7.912
12.988
7.091
11.086

Megabytes
(2A2Q bytes) I Secom.It;
117.945
293.831
0.709
100.738
48.462
24.746
8.246
64.630
41.501
36.107
24.794
30.725
138.360
86.802
25.900
7.617
12.871
10.925
4.748
11.341
4.044
39.421
18.051
5.773

Diamond2 Lite
3-WAY
TEA
SAFER (r=8)
GOST
SHARK(r=6)
CAST-128
CAST-256
Square
SKIP JACK
RC6
MARS
Rijndael
Two fish
Serpent
ARC4
SEAL
WAKE
Panama Cipher (little endian)
Panama Cipher (big endian)
Sapphire
MD5-MAC

67108864
201326592

9.403
12.728

134217728
67108864
134217728
268435456
134217728
134217728
268435456
67108864
268435456
268435456
268435456
268435456

12.799
10.565
12.829
12.878
7.090
9.995
7.801
12.017
7.871
8.503
8.442
9.974

134217728
536870912
1073741824
1073741824
1073741824

10.505
8.122
8.672
13.029
8.512

536870912
134217728

7.091
12.868
12.078

1073741824

11.096
1073741824
XMACC/MD5
1073741824
10.254
HMAC/MD5
8.713
268435456
CBC-MAC/RC6
268435456
8.642
DMAC/RC6
524288
10.766
BlumBlumShub 512
12.668
262144
BlumBlumShub 1024
8.903
BlumBlumShub 2048
65536
Source: http://www.eskimo.com/~weidai/benchmarks.html
Table B-1 Benchmarks Comparison
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6.806
15.085
10.001
6.058
9.977
19.879
18.054

...

12.806
32.816
5.326
32.524
30.107
30.325
25.667
12.185
63.039
118.081
78.594
120.301
72.204
9.947
84.782
92.286
99.863
29.381
29.623
0.046
0.020
0.007
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Figure C-1 The whole program relationships in the Filtering System
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APPENDIXD
DESIGNED SCREENS
Please fill your infomation

User ID:
Password:

Figure D-1 Login screen

Update your info.
User ID: u1000002

CU1Tent Password:

I
I----

New Password:
Confirm Password: ....

~,:~earl
Your Password has been expired, Please change
Figure D-2 Change password screen

Figure D-3 Addition screen for an main admin

..

User ID:

~.A•l•~ij{

User Name:

Zone:
0
Puswonl:kpire: 41212$1:$

9

Ad.min:

Confirm Delete

Back Menu

Figure D-4 Deletion screen for the main admin

Welcome Admln, you can .mt, acljmt or del«e any users' infonnadon
Adjust

·-1-·"p~,

User Name

1

9£ r;~-,-··,r;i305'"'"''' l~':A:hm
'r··-o-,-9~ f4~1212~54~5·
:-*Ia@----,9-f
---,--·r-fi/112545
j !fnfo,

Figure D-5 Before edition screen for the main admin
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Edition Screen...Please adjust your infonmdion

:::::::::::="~~~··~~~~~·~·~-··~·······~I

~-············~·-···~~································'I

............................-.-~~~-······~·······~~~~........... 1

Figure D-6 Edition screen for system admin

Figure D-7 Additional screen for role admin
Welcome Role Admin of zone 1000, you can~ adjust or delete any users' information

1z;;; r·user m
:·······~············

julOOOOOO
~100000 l rsup
Ju1000002

riooo ~1000003fi•
..----Back to Maia Men
Figure D-8 Before edition screen for role admin
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Are you sure deletlq these
infomadon
Zone:

l.000
~..1:000000
PM

User ID:
Role:
Role Esp Date:

Confirm Delete Back Admin Menu

Figure D-9 Before deletion screen for role admin

Eclltion Screm..•.Please adjust
lnfonnadon

Figure D-10 Edition screen for role admin
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APPENDIXE
ELAPSED TIME CALCUATION
Web Server Start
FilteringServerServer Start
User Start

---,.--------------~

I User's

time I

User: End
FilteringServerServer : End --.1---------Web Server : End ---~----------~
jEiapse time= WebServer:End - WebServer:Start - (FilteringServer:End - FilteringServer:Start)

Figure E-1 Elapsed-time's calcuation of the Filtering system
In a processing in the proposed system, a user has to contact at least two
servers. Firstly, when he/she contacts to a compliant Web server for logging in
request, the calculating time starts here. Later, the Web server shoots request to
Filtering server, which sends login menu to user. The time pauses. This is the time for
user to key, send and get response. Until the user passed logging in, the filtering
server redirects response to the Web server, the time starts again. The time will stop
as the user gets role's permission response.
Nevertheless, in the existing system, firstly, a user has to contact to the Role
server for creating cookies, which it will place into his/her computer and secondly the
user has to contact again to the compliant Web server for presenting previous
information in the cookies. The calculating elapse time is shown as following.

User time

User :End -----1~--------Role Server : End ---1~------------__J
Elapse-Time = Server:End - User:Start

Figure E-2 Elapsed-time's calculation of Role server

User: Star

I User's time I

User :End
Web Server: End
Elapse-Time= WebServer:End - User: End

Figure E-3 Elapsed-time's calculation of Web server
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APPENDIXF
DATA TEST EXAMPLE

admin
admin2 za1302 Master Admin2
ulOOOOOO ulOOOOOO UserlOOOOOO ofDivlOOO 1000
ulOOOOOl ulOOOOOl UserlOOOOOl ofDivlOOO

9
8

07/10/2544 14/01/2545

0

08710/2544 14/01/2545

0
08/10/2544 14/01/2
08/10/2544 14/01/2545

u2000002 u2000002 User2000002 ofDiv2000
u2000003 u2000003 user2000003 of Div2
u3000000 u3000000 User3000000 of Div3000 30
u3000001 u3000001 User3000001 ofDiv300 3000
u3000002 u3000002 User3000001 ofDiv300
u4000000 u4000000 User4000000 ofDiv4000
u4000001 u4000001 User4000001 ofDiv4000
u4000002 u4000002 User4000002 ofDiv4000
u5000000 u5000000 User5000000 ofDiv5000
u5000001 u5000001 User5000001 ofDiv5000

07/10/2544
08/10/2544
08/10/2544
8/10/2544
07/10/2544

14/01/2545
14/01/2545
14/01/2545
14/01/2545
14/01/2545

0

08/10/2544 14/01/2545

3
40

0
8

07/10/2544 14/01/2545

4000

0
0
8
0

0
500
000

u5000002 u5000002 User5000002 ofDiv500
u5000003 u5000003 User5000003 ofDiv5000 5
u6000000 u6000000 Mr.u6000000 ofDiv6000 6

0
0
8

08/10/2544 14/01/2545
08/10/2544 14/01/25
07/10/2544 14/01/
08/10/2544 14/01/2545
08/10/2544 14/01/2545,
08/10/2544 14/01/2545
09/10/2544 14/01/2545

Table F-1 Authenticated test data in Authentication dB

0
admin2

31/12/2544

0

admin2

u1000000 1000
Sup
Teller
iu1000003 1
iu1000004
u2000000 2000
iu2000001 2000
ju2000002 2000 31/10/2544
iu2000003 2000
1u30000

000

iu30000

000

:0110112544

u3000000

u3000002 3000

Teller

01/03/2544 ,u3000000

iu4000000 4000

PM

10/0112542

Admin

u4000001 4000

u5000002
iu5000003

Teller

'01/01/2542

Table F-2 User's test data in Role dB

Table F-3 Changed test data in ChgMan dB
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